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Foreword
Literature Information
This manual should be stored in the Manual Canister in the Vacuum Lifter (VL) which is located on non-operator side
doors, inside the Vacuum Lifter (VL). The Manual Canister is accessible after opening non-operator side doors.
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Figure 1: Manual Canister placement
This manual contains safety information, operation instructions, transportation information, lubrication information and
maintenance information.
Some photographs or illustrations in this publication show details or attachments that can be different from your machine.
Guards and covers might have been removed for illustrative purposes.
Continuing improvement and advancement of product design might have caused changes to your machine which are not
included in this publication. The latest version of this publication is available for downloaded from the internet at
http://vanguardequip.com/. Read, study and keep this manual with the machine.
Whenever a question arises regarding your machine, or this publication, please consult Vanguard Equipment for the latest
available information.

Machine Description
Vanguard’s Vacuum Lifter system is a Below The Hook Lifting device, specifically a Powered Vacuum Lifter as defined in
the American National Standard ASME B30.20. Vanguard’s Vacuum Lifter system is a Lifting Device, specifically a Nonself-priming Vacuum Lifter as defined in the Australian Standard AS 4991. Vanguard’s Vacuum Lifter system is a nonfixed load lifting attachment, specifically a non-self priming Vacuum Lifter as defined in the European Standard EN 13155.
Vanguard’s Vacuum Lifter system consists of a main structural supporting unit—the Vacuum Lifter Beam—referred to as
the Vacuum Lifter (VL) which houses a self-contained vacuum power pack and vacuum-reservoir, and various
interchangeable attachment pads referred to as the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads that are specifically sized and
shaped to match the intended loads to be lifted.
The Vacuum Lifter (VL) is available in three different model designations—VL 10, VL 12, VL 16—each with different
rated lifting capacities/Working Load Limits (WLL). The Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads are available in
differing size ranges as specified by their VLP size-designation, each with a unique vacuum-load rating characteristic. See
the Product Information Section of this manual for complete specifications.
Vanguard’s Vacuum Lifter system is intended to be used with various types of host-carrier machines including: excavators,
forklifts, pipelayers, cranes, wheel and track loaders, knuckle- and telescopic booms, telehandlers, backhoes, etc. The
primary use of this attachment is to lift and move non-porous construction related material in and around industrial or
construction sites. It is not intended to be used inside buildings and its use inside building area is prohibited. It is intended to
be used in settings where persons are excluded from the working area during normal operation.
The operator should read, understand, and follow both the hoisting/host-carrier-vehicle's, and the Vanguard Lifter’s
operating and maintenance instructions. The operator must comply with all local, state, and national construction
procedures, regulations, and safety precautions.
This equipment is to be operated by qualified personnel only.
This equipment is to be serviced and maintained by qualified personnel only.
049-08OP-002B
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The daily service/inspection procedure should be performed before start-up.
The Vanguard Lifter uses the host-carrier-vehicle’s controls for operation. Operate the appropriate controls before
commencing actual work until familiar with the Vanguard Lifter's operation.

Safety
The safety sections list basic safety precautions. In addition, these sections identify the text and locations of warning signs
and labels used on the machine.
Read and understand the basic precautions listed in the safety sections before operating or performing lubrication,
maintenance and repair on this machine.
This equipment is to be operated and serviced by qualified personnel only. To become familiar with the basic safety
precautions and warning sign locations and wording, at a minimum they must read and understand the safety section before
operating or performing lubrication, maintenance and repair on this equipment.
Do not attempt to bypass any of the safety equipment or instrumentation on this equipment.
Do not attempt to operate this equipment with any of the safety equipment or instrumentation bypassed.
Certain conditions and precautions are peculiar to pipeline construction operations. The following represents the minimum
considerations for safe operation of this equipment.

Operation
The operation section is a reference for the new operator and a refresher for the experienced operator. This section includes a
discussion of machine controls, and transportation information.
Photographs and illustrations guide the operator through correct procedures of checking, starting, operating, and stopping
the equipment.

Maintenance
The maintenance section is provided for quick, general reference only.
The maintenance sections are guides to equipment care. The Maintenance Interval Schedules (MIS) list the items to be
maintained at a specific service interval. Items without specific intervals are listed under the "When Required" service
interval.

Maintenance Intervals
Use the Vacuum Lifter (VL)'s service hour meter to determine servicing intervals. Calendar intervals shown (daily, weekly,
monthly, etc.) can be used instead of service hour meter intervals if they provide more convenient servicing schedules and
approximate the indicated service hour meter reading. Recommended service should always be performed at the interval that
occurs first.
Under extremely severe, dusty or wet operating conditions, more frequent lubrication than is specified in the maintenance
intervals charts might be necessary.
Perform service on items at multiples of the original requirement. For example, at every 500 service hours or 3 months, also
service those items listed under every 250 service hours or monthly and every 10 service hours or daily.

California Proposition 65 Warning
Diesel engine exhaust and some of its constituents are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, and
other reproductive harm.
Battery posts, terminals and related accessories contain lead and lead compounds. Wash hands after handling.

Certified Engine Maintenance
Proper maintenance and repair is essential to keep the engine and machine systems operating correctly. As the nonroad
diesel engine owner, you are responsible for the performance of the required maintenance listed in the Owner Manual,
Operation and Maintenance Manual, and Service Manual.
It is prohibited for any person engaged in the business of repairing, servicing, selling, leasing, or trading engines or
machines to remove, alter, or render inoperative any emission related device or element of design installed on or in an
engine or machine that is in compliance with the regulations (40 CFR Part 89). Certain elements of the machine and engine
such as the exhaust system, fuel system, electrical system, intake air system and cooling system may be emission related and
049-08OP-002B
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should not be altered unless approved by the engine OEM. Follow the engine OEM procedures and service requirements to
maintain exhaust emission compliance with the regulations as outlined by various regulatory authorities, such as—the
California Air Resources Board (CARB), Environment Canada, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), European Union
Non-Road mobile machinery (EU NRMM), Technische Anleitung zur Reinhaltung der Luft (TA Luft), etc.—as specified by
the engine OEM. Maintaining the engine systems to be in compliance with the various regulations is the owner's
responsibility.

Safety Section
Safety Signs and Labels
There are several specific safety signs on this equipment. The exact location of the hazard and the description are reviewed
in this section. Become familiarized with all safety signs.
Make sure that all of the safety signs are legible. Clean or replace the safety signs if you cannot read the words. Replace the
illustrations if the illustrations are not visible. Use a cloth, water, and mild soap to clean the safety signs. Do not use solvent,
gasoline, or other harsh chemicals to clean the safety signs. Solvents, gasoline, or harsh chemicals could loosen the adhesive
that secures the safety message. Loose adhesive will allow the safety message to fall.
Do not use pressure washers to clean the safety signs.
Replace any safety sign that is damaged, or missing. If a safety sign is attached to a part that is replaced, install a safety sign
on the replacement part. Vanguard Equipment can provide new safety signs.
Certain conditions and precautions are peculiar to vacuum lifting operations. The following represents the minimum
considerations for safe operations.
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Figure 2: Safety Messages Vacuum Lifter (VL)
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Figure 3: Safety Messages Vacuum Lifter Pads (VLP)
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Do Not Operate (1A)

WARNING! Do not operate or work on this machine unless you have read and understand the instructions and
warnings in the Operation and Maintenance Manuals. Failure to follow the instructions or heed the warnings could
result in injury or death. Contact your dealer for replacement manuals or download from vanguardequip.com.
Proper care is your responsibility.
Safety message (1A) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left of the fuel
level gauge, above engine control panel.

Figure 4: Do not operate (1A)
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Download the Operation and Maintenance Manual (1B)
The most recent copy of Operation and Maintenance Manual can be downloaded from vanguardequip.com. Proper
care is your responsibility.
Information message (1B) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left of the
engine control panel.

Figure 5: Download the Operation and Maintenance Manual (1B)
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Use Diesel Fuel Only (2)

Notice
The vacuum pump's engine uses diesel fuel only. Use only clean, fresh, commercial-grade diesel fuel. Refer to the Operation
and Maintenance Manual, maintenance section for recommended fuel specifications.

Explosion hazard! Explosive fuel vapors can cause severe injury or death. Vaporized fuels are highly explosive. Use
extreme care when handling and storing fuels. Store fuels in a well-ventilated area away from spark producing
equipment and out of the reach of children. Never add fuel to the tank while the engine is running because spilled
fuel may ignite on contact with hot parts or from sparks. Do not smoke or permit flames or sparks to occur near
sources of spilled fuel or fuel vapors. Keep the fuel lines and connections tight and in good condition.

Information message (2) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left of the
fuel level gauge. Information message (2) is also located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), at the fuel filler, on the outer fuel filler
guard plate.

Figure 6: Diesel fuel only (2)
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Do not work under load (3)

Overhead Crushing Hazard! Stay back a safe distance. Keep clear of load. Do not work under load. Do not walk
under load. Do not lift a suspended load over people. Severe injury or death from crushing could occur.

Safety message (3) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left and right of
the center, below the lifting attachment point. Safety message (3) is also located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the front
side (opposite side from fuel level gauge) in the center, below the lifting attachment point.

Figure 7: Do not work under load (3)
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Position load correctly (4)

Load Dropping Hazard! Position load correctly. Lift the load so that the vacuum pads are positioned evenly about
center of gravity of the load, and the load is balanced. Do not attempt to lift the load while the vacuum pads are
incorrectly positioned on the load. Refer to the Operation and Maintenance Manual for the correct load-handling
procedures. Severe injury or death could occur.

Safety message (4) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) in the center, below the
lifting attachment point.

Figure 8: Position load correctly (4)
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Electrical Power Lines (5)

Electrocution Hazard! Keep the machine and attachments a safe distance from electrical power. Stay clear 3 M (10
ft) plus twice the line insulator length. Read and understand the instructions and warnings in the Operation and
Maintenance Manual. Failure to follow the instructions and warnings will cause serious injury or death. Refer to,
and follow the instructions contained in the host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance Manual.

Safety message (5) is located on Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side), on the upper right, below
the vacuum status bacons.

Figure 9: Electrical power lines (5)
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Do not work under rotating load (6)

Overhead Rotating Load Hazard! Overhead load may rotate. Do not work under load or rotation zone, keep clear of
load and rotation zone. Stay back a safe distance. Do not lift or rotate a suspended load over people. Severe injury or
death from crushing could occur.

Safety message (6) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left of the engine
control panel and on the right of the Vacuum Lifter (VL) on the same level. Safety message (6) is also located on the
Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the front side (opposite side from fuel level gauge) on the left and right sides of the Vacuum Lifter
(VL).

Figure 10: Do not work under rotating load (6)
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Do Not Modify (7)

Modification hazard! Do not weld, do not drill. Any modifications or alterations to the device could cause injury or
death. Structural damage, modification, alteration, or improper repair can impair this structures load capability
thereby voiding the loading certification. Do not weld on or drill holes in the structure, this will void the
certifications. Consult operators manual.

Safety message (7) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side), on the far right,
bottom side.

Figure 11: Do not modify (7)
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Inadequate Vacuum (8)

Dropping hazard! Do not operate with inadequate vacuum. Do not operate when vacuum gauges are in red area.
Attempting to lift or support a load with inadequate vacuum could cause the load to drop without warning and result
in serious injury or death. Do not operate the Vacuum Lifter (VL) unless adequate vacuum to support the load can
be achieved, between -15 inHg and -30 inHg (-51 kPa and -101 kPa) depending on the weight of the load. Consult
operators manual.

Safety message (8) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side), at the bottom right,
below the vacuum gauge. Safety message (8) is also located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the front side (opposite side
from fuel level gauge), at the bottom right, below the vacuum gauge.

Figure 12: Do not operate with inadequate vacuum (8)
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Hot Surface (9)

WARNING! Hot parts or hot components can cause burns or personal injury. Do not allow hot parts or components
to contact your skin. Use protective clothing or protective equipment to protect your skin. Keep away from hot
surfaces.
Safety message (9) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left and to the
right of the exhaust outlet in the protective door guarding.

Figure 13: Hot surface (9)
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Improper Connections for Jump Start Cables (10)

Explosion Hazard! Improper jumper cable connections can cause an explosion resulting in serious injury or death.
Batteries may be located in separate compartments. Refer to the Operation and Maintenance Manual for the correct
jump starting procedure.

Safety message (10) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side) to the left of the
engine control panel.

Figure 14: Improper Connections for Jump Start Cables (10)
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Drain Vacuum Lifter (VL) Tank Daily (11)

Warning! Explosion Hazard! Drain Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank daily, at the end of work for the day or once every 24
hours (1/24h). Failure to drain Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank can cause serious injury or death. Never leave the vacuum
tank charged when unattended for long periods. Never attempt to service Vacuum Lifter (VL) with tank not fully
drained. Refer to the Operation and Maintenance Manual for the correct Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank drain procedure.

Safety message (8) is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the operator side (fuel level gauge side), at the bottom left,
below the operator controls.

Figure 15: Drain Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank daily (11)
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12 Volt DC system (12)

Notice
The Vacuum Lifter (VL) operates on a 12 Volt DC electric system. This includes the batteries, charging, startermotor, and control system. Do not attempt to connect to another system that operates on a different voltage than 12
Volts DC. Read and understand the instructions and warnings in the Operation and Maintenance Manual. Failure to
follow the instructions or heed the warnings could cause serious injury, or could seriously damage the Vacuum Lifter
(VL).
Information message (12) is located inside the vacuum power-pack compartment, on the left bulkhead, above the battery and
below the control panel.

Figure 16: 12 Volt DC system (12)
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General Hazard Information
Before you service the equipment or before you repair the equipment, attach a “Do Not Operate”
tag or similar tag to the start switch or controls.
Know the width of your equipment in order to maintain proper clearance near fences, boundary
obstacles, etc.
This attachment extends significantly beyond the host-carrier increasing the overall length and/or
width, be especially aware of the additional length and/or width when turning and maneuvering
the host-carrier-vehicle.
Follow all safety regulations, procedures and precautions that govern the work site, including:
wearing a hard hat, protective glasses and other protective equipment in order to accommodate
job conditions.
Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry that can catch on controls or other parts of the equipment.
Keep all equipment free from foreign material. Remove debris, oil, tools and other items.
Know the appropriate work site hand signals. Also, know the personnel that are authorized to give the hand signals. Accept
signals from one person only.
Never put maintenance fluids into glass containers. Drain all liquids into a suitable container.
When you discard liquids, obey all local regulations.
Use all cleaning solutions with care.
Report all necessary repairs.
Do not allow unauthorized personnel on the machine.
Perform the maintenance with the host-carrier parked on level ground as per the manufacturer's instructions

Pressure Air and water
Pressurized air and/or water can cause debris and/or hot water to be blown out. The debris and/or hot water could result in
personal injury.
When pressurized air and/or pressurized water is used for cleaning, wear protective clothing, protective shoes, and eye
protection. Eye protection includes goggles or a protective face shield.

The maximum air pressure for cleaning purposes must be reduced to 205 kPa (30 psi) when the nozzle is deadheaded and
the nozzle is used with an effective chip deflector and personal protective equipment. The maximum water pressure for
cleaning purposes must be below 275 kPa (40 psi).

Trapped Pressure
Pressure can be trapped in a hydraulic system. Trapped pressure can cause sudden equipment movement. Use caution if you
disconnect hydraulic lines or fittings. High pressure oil that is released can cause a hose to whip. High pressure oil that is
released can cause oil to spray. Fluid penetration can cause serious injury and possible death.
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Fluid Penetration
Pressure can be trapped in the hydraulic circuit long after the engine has been stopped. The pressure can cause hydraulic
fluid or items such as pipe plugs to escape rapidly if the pressure is not relieved correctly.
Do not remove any hydraulic components or parts until pressure has been relieved or personal injury may occur. Do not
disassemble any hydraulic components or parts until pressure has been relieved or personal injury may occur. Refer to the
hoisting/host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance Manual for any procedures that are required to relieve the
hydraulic pressure.

When you check for a leak, use a board or cardboard. Leaking fluid that is under pressure can penetrate body tissue. Fluid
penetration can cause serious injury and possible death. A pin hole leak can cause severe injury. If fluid is injected into your
skin, you must obtain treatment immediately. Seek treatment from a doctor that is familiar with this type of injury.

Containing Fluid Spillage
Care must be taken in order to ensure that fluids are contained during performance of inspection, maintenance, testing,
adjusting, and repair of the equipment. Prepare to collect the fluid with suitable containers before opening any compartment
or disassembling any component that contains fluids.
Obey all local regulations for the disposal of liquids.

Inhalation

Exhaust
Use caution. Exhaust fumes can be hazardous to your health. If you operate the machine in an enclosed area, adequate
ventilation is necessary.

Asbestos Information
Equipment and replacement parts that are shipped from Vanguard are asbestos free. Use only genuine OEM replacement
parts. If any replacement parts that contain asbestos are used, follow the manufacturer's handling guidelines and procedures
as outlined in their instruction documentation.
Obey environmental regulations for the disposal of asbestos.
Stay away from areas that might have asbestos particles in the air.
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Dispose of Waste Properly
Improperly disposing of waste can threaten the environment. Potentially harmful fluids or materials should be disposed of or
recycled according to local regulations.

Always use leak proof containers when you drain fluids. Do not pour waste onto the ground, down a drain, or into any
source of water.

Burn Prevention
Do not touch any part of an operating engine. Do not touch any part of an operating vacuum pump. Allow machine systems
to cool before any maintenance is performed. Relieve all vacuum-pressure in the air system, in the oil system, in the
lubrication system, in the fuel system, or in the cooling system before any lines, fittings, or related items are disconnected.

Crushing Prevention and Cutting Prevention
Support the equipment properly before you perform any work or maintenance beneath that equipment. Do not depend on
hydraulic cylinders to hold up the equipment. Equipment can fall if a control is moved, or if a hydraulic line breaks.
Unless you are instructed otherwise, never attempt adjustments while the machine is moving or while the engine is running.
Whenever there are equipment control linkages the clearance in the linkage area will change with the movement of the
equipment or the machine. Stay clear of areas that may have a sudden change in clearance with machine movement or
equipment movement.
Stay clear of all rotating and moving parts.
If it is necessary to remove guards in order to perform maintenance, always install the guards after the maintenance is
performed.
When you strike a retainer pin with force, the retainer pin can fly out. The loose retainer pin can injure personnel. Make sure
that the area is clear of people when you strike a retainer pin. To avoid injury to your eyes, wear protective glasses when you
strike a retainer pin.
Chips or other debris can fly off an object when you strike the object. Make sure that no one can be injured by flying debris
before striking any object.

Oils
Hot oil and hot components can cause personal injury. Do not allow hot oil to contact the skin. Also, do not allow hot
components to contact the skin.

Batteries
Electrolyte is an acid. Electrolyte can cause personal injury. Do not allow electrolyte to contact the skin or the eyes. Always
wear protective glasses for servicing batteries. Wash hands after touching the batteries and connectors. Use of gloves is
recommended.
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Fire Prevention and Explosion Prevention
General
All fuels, most lubricants, and some coolant mixtures are flammable.
To minimize the risk of fire or explosion, the following actions are recommended.
Always perform a Walk-Around Inspection, which may help you identify a fire hazard. Do not operate a machine when a
fire hazard exists. Contact your dealer for service.
Do not operate a machine with a fluid leak. Repair leaks and clean up fluids before resuming machine operation. Fluids that
are leaking or spilled onto hot surfaces or onto electrical components can cause a fire. A fire may cause personal injury or
death.
Remove flammable material such as leaves, twigs, papers, trash, and so on. These items may accumulate around hot areas
and hot parts on the machine.
Clean all flammable materials such as fuel, oil, debris, etc. from the machine.
Do not operate the machine close to flames.
Do not modify the Vacuum Lifter (VL). Do not weld or flame cut on tanks or lines that contain flammable fluids or
flammable material. Empty and purge the lines and tanks. Then clean the lines and tanks with a nonflammable solvent prior
to welding or flame cutting. Ensure that the components are properly grounded in order to avoid unwanted arcs.
Dust that is generated from repairing nonmetallic components may be flammable and/or explosive. Repair such components
in a ventilated area away from open flames or sparks. Use suitable Personal Protection Equipment (PPE).
Inspect all lines and hoses for wear or deterioration. Replace damaged lines and hoses. The lines and the hoses should have
adequate support and secure clamps. Tighten all connections to the recommended torque. Damage to the protective cover or
insulation may provide fuel for fires.
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Store fuels and lubricants in properly marked containers away from unauthorized personnel. Store oily rags and flammable
materials in protective containers. Do not smoke in areas that are used for storing flammable materials.

Use caution when you are fueling a machine. Do not smoke while you are fueling a machine. Do not fuel a machine near
open flames or sparks. Always stop the engine before fueling. Fill the fuel tank outdoors. Properly clean areas of spillage.
Never store flammable fluids in the operator compartment of the host-carrier-vehicle.

Battery and Battery Cables

Fire on a machine can result in personal injury or death. Exposed battery cables that come into contact with a
grounded connection can result in fires. Replace cables and related parts that show signs of wear or damage. Contact
your dealer.
The following actions are recommended to minimize the risk of fire or an explosion related to the battery.
Do not operate a machine if battery cables or related parts show signs of wear or damage. Contact your dealer for service.
Follow safe procedures for starting the engine, Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, Operation Section for specific
instructions.
Follow safe procedures for engine starting with jump-start cables. Improper jumper cable connections can cause an
explosion that may result in injury. Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Engine Starting with Jump Start Cables”
for specific instructions.
Do not charge a frozen battery. This action may cause an explosion.
Gases from a battery can explode. Keep any open flames or sparks away from the top of a battery. Do not smoke in battery
charging areas.
Never check the battery charge by placing a metal object across the terminal posts. Use a voltmeter in order to check the
battery charge.
Daily inspect battery cables that are in areas that are visible. Inspect cables, clips, straps, and other restraints for damage.
Replace any damaged parts. Check for signs of the following, which can occur over time due to use and environmental
factors:
x

Fraying

x

Abrasion

x

Cracking

x

Discoloration

x

Cuts on the insulation of the cable

x

Fouling
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x

Corroded terminals, damaged terminals, and loose terminals

Replace damaged battery cable(s) and replace any related parts. Eliminate any fouling, which may have caused insulation
failure or related component damage or wear. Ensure that all components are reinstalled correctly.
An exposed wire on the battery cable may cause a short to ground if the exposed area comes into contact with a grounded
surface. A battery cable short produces heat from the battery current, which may be a fire hazard.
Repair components or replace components before servicing the machine.

Wiring
Check electrical wires daily. If any of the following conditions exist, replace parts before you operate the machine.
x

Fraying

x

Signs of abrasion or wear

x

Cracking

x

Discoloration

x

Cuts on insulation

x

Other damage

Make sure that all clamps, guards, clips, and straps are reinstalled correctly. This action will help to prevent vibration,
rubbing against other parts, and excessive heat during machine operation.
Attaching electrical wiring to hoses and tubes that contain flammable fluids or combustible fluids should be avoided.
Consult your dealer for repair or for replacement parts.
Keep wiring and electrical connections free of debris.

Lines, Tubes and Hoses
Do not bend high pressure lines. Do not strike high pressure lines. Do not install bent lines, bent tubes, or bent hoses. Do not
install damaged lines, damaged tubes, or damaged hoses.
Repair loose lines, loose tubes, and loose hoses. Repair damaged lines, damaged tubes, and damaged hoses. Use the
appropriate backup wrenches in order to tighten all connections to the recommended torque. Leaks can cause fires. Contact
Vanguard Equipment for replacement parts.

Check lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Wear Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) in order to check for leaks. Do not use
your bare hands to check for leaks. Always use a board or cardboard to check for leaks. Leaking fluid that is under pressure
can penetrate body tissue. Fluid penetration can cause serious injury and possible death. A pin hole leak can cause severe
injury. If fluid is injected into your skin, you must get treatment immediately. Seek treatment from a doctor that is familiar
with this type of injury.
Replace the affected parts if any of the following conditions are present:
x

End fittings are damaged or leaking.

x

Outer coverings are chafed or cut.

x

Wires are exposed.

x

Outer coverings are swelling or ballooning.

x

Flexible parts of the hoses are kinked or crushed.
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x

Outer covers have exposed embedded armoring.

x

End fittings are displaced.

Make sure that all clamps, guards, and heat shields are installed correctly. During machine operation, this action will help to
prevent vibration, rubbing against other parts, excessive heat, and failure of lines, tubes, and hoses.
Do not operate a machine when a fire hazard exists. Repair any lines that are corroded, loose, or damaged. Leaks may
provide fuel for fires. Consult your dealer for repair or for replacement parts. Use genuine OEM parts or the equivalent, for
capabilities of both the pressure limit and temperature limit.

Starting Fluid Aids (Ether)

To reduce the possibility of personal injury and property damage, never use starting fluid (Ether, etc.) with the
Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine. Starting fluid, which contains ether, can cause an explosion.
The Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine is equipped with glow plugs to warm the combustion chamber to assist with starting the
engine in cold weather. Starting fluid aids, such as ether, etc., should not be used. Use only the electrical glow plugs during
cold starting of the engine. Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Engine Starting Cold Weather Starting” for
specific instructions.

Fire Extinguisher
A fire extinguisher is typically carried on the host-carrier-vehicle.
Be familiar with the operation of the fire extinguisher. Inspect the fire extinguisher and service the fire extinguisher
regularly. Obey the recommendations on the fire extinguisher’s instruction-plate.

Fire Safety
Note: Locate fire extinguishers and how to use a fire extinguisher before you operate the machine.
Follow the instructions covering Fire Safety outlined in the host-carrier-vehicle’s Operation and Maintenance Manual,
and/or the Vacuum Lifter (VL)'s Operation and Maintenance Manual.
If you find that you are involved in a machine fire, your safety and that of others on site is the top priority. The following
actions should only be performed if the actions do not present a danger or risk to you and any nearby people. At all times
you should assess the risk of personal injury and move away to a safe distance as soon as you feel unsafe.
Move the machine away from nearby combustible material such as fuel/oil stations, structures, trash, mulch and timber.
Lower any implements and turn off the engine as soon as possible. If you leave the engine running, the engine will continue
to feed a fire. The fire will be fed from any damaged hoses that are attached to the engine or pumps.
If possible, turn the battery disconnect switch to the OFF position. Disconnecting the battery will remove the ignition source
in the event of an electrical short. Disconnecting the battery will eliminate a second ignition source if electrical wiring is
damaged by the fire, resulting in a short circuit.
Notify emergency personnel of the fire and your location.
Use the on-board fire extinguisher, per the instructions on the fire extinguisher’s instruction-plate, use the following
procedure:
1.

Pull the pin.

2.

Aim the extinguisher or nozzle at the base of the fire.

3.

Squeeze the handle and release the extinguishing agent.

4.

Sweep the extinguisher from side to side across the base of the fire until the fire is out.

Remember, if you are unable to do anything else, shut off the machine before exiting. By shutting off the machine, fuels will
not continue to be pumped into the fire.
If the fire grows out of control, be aware of the following risks:
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x

Tires on wheeled machines pose a risk of explosion as tires burn. Hot shrapnel and debris can be thrown great
distances in an explosion.

x

Tanks, accumulators, hoses, and fittings can rupture in a fire, spraying fuels and shrapnel over a large area.

x

Remember that nearly all of the fluids on the machine are flammable, including coolant and oils. Additionally,
plastics, rubbers, fabrics, and resins in fiberglass panels are also flammable.

Fire Extinguisher Location
Make sure that a fire extinguisher is available. Be familiar with the operation of the fire extinguisher. Inspect the fire
extinguisher and service the fire extinguisher. Obey the recommendations on the instruction plate.
Mount the fire extinguisher in the accepted location per local regulations.

Electrical cables and wire-harnesses
Do not bend electrical cables or wire-harnesses to a tighter radius than already installed. Do not strike electrical cables or
wire-harnesses. Do not kink electrical cables or wire-harnesses. Do not install kinked electrical cables or wire-harnesses. Do
not install damaged electrical cables or wire-harnesses.
Note: Only qualified personnel should work on electrical equipment, including electrical cables or wire-harnesses. Follow
established safety procedures when working on electrical equipment, including locking out operator controls as described in
the "General Hazard Information" section above.
Replace electrical cables or wire-harnesses with the same electrical rating, properties, and specifications as the original.
Contact your dealer or Vanguard for replacement parts.
Replace electrical cables or wire-harnesses if any of the following conditions are present:
x

The outer covering is chafed or cut.

x

The insulation is chafed, cut, or damaged in any way.

x

Signs of burning or arcing through the outer covering/insulation are present.

x

The electrical cable or wire-harness has been crushed by a heavy object.

Make sure that all clamps and guards are installed correctly. During operation, this will help prevent vibration and rubbing
against other parts.

Before Operating Equipment
Clear all personnel from the equipment and from the area.
Check for obvious signs of damage, lose bolts, lose equipment, and foreign objects or debris on and around the equipment.

Before Starting Engine
Start the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine only from the operator's controls. Do not short across the battery terminals and do not
short across the batteries.
Make sure that the host-carrier-vehicle is equipped with a lighting system that is adequate for the job conditions. Make sure
that all lights are working properly.
Follow the instructions in the host-carrier-vehicle operation and maintenance manual before you start the host-carrier
machine engine or before you move the machine. Make sure that no one is working on the machine, working underneath the
machine or working close to the machine. Make sure that the area is free of personnel.

Engine Starting
If a warning tag is attached to the start switch or attached to the controls, do not start the engine. Also, do not move any
controls.
Diesel engine exhaust contains products of combustion. These products can be harmful to your health. Always start the
engine and always operate the engine in a ventilated area. If you are in an enclosed area, vent the exhaust to the outside.
Check for the presence of bystanders or maintenance personnel. Ensure that all personnel are clear of the machine.

Before Operation
Clear all personnel from the machine and from the area.
Follow the instructions in the host-carrier-vehicle operation and maintenance manual before you operator the host-carrier
machine.
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Visibility Information
Before you start the machine, perform a walk-around inspection in order to ensure that there are no hazards around the
machine.
While the machine is in operation, constantly survey the area around the machine in order to identify potential hazards as
hazards become visible around the machine.
This attachment, and the supported loads, extends significantly beyond the host-carrier increasing the overall width and/or
length, be especially aware of the additional width and/or when turning and maneuvering the host-carrier-vehicle. Supported
loads may restrict vision, and it may not be possible to provide direct visibility to all areas around the machine. Appropriate
job site organization is required in order to minimize hazards that are caused by restricted visibility. Job site organization is a
collection of rules and procedures that coordinates machines and people that work together in the same area. Examples of
job site organization include the following:
x

Safety instructions

x

Controlled patterns of machine movement and vehicle movement

x

Workers that direct traffic to move when it is safe

x

Restricted areas

x

Operator training

x

Warning symbols or warning signs on machines or on vehicles

x

A system of communication

x

Communication between workers and operators prior to approaching the machine

x

A responsible person—such as signal-person, or someone familiar with the lifting operations and capable of
communicating the actions and motions required to accomplish the operation—having appropriate means of
communication to guide the operator if the operator of lifting equipment cannot observe the full path of the load
either directly or by means of auxiliary devices

x

Measures to prevent the load striking anything or any person
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Operation
Engine Starting with Jump Start Cables

Warning! Explosion Hazard! Batteries give off flammable fumes that can explode resulting in personal injury.
Prevent sparks near the batteries; they could cause vapors to explode. Do not allow the jump start cable ends to
contact each other or the machine.
Do not smoke when checking battery electrolyte levels.
Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personal injury if it contacts skin or eyes.
Always wear eye protection when starting a machine with jump start cables.
Improper jump start procedures can cause an explosion resulting in personal injury.
Always connect the battery positive (+) to battery positive (+), and battery negative (-) to battery negative (-).
Jump start only with an energy source with the same voltage as the stalled machine.

Notice
When starting from another machine, make sure that the machines do not touch. This could prevent damage to the engine
bearings and electrical circuits.
Severely discharged maintenance-free batteries, like the one supplied with the Vacuum Lifter, do not fully recharge from the
alternator after jump starting. These batteries must be charged to the proper voltage with a battery charger.
This machine has a 12-volt starting system. Use only the same voltage for jump starting. Use of a higher voltage could
damage the electrical system.

Use of Jump Start Cables
1.

Determine the cause of engine start failure. If batteries are discharged, a jump start may be necessary.

2.

Turn the Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch to the Stop position. Turn off any accessories.

3.

Turn on the Battery Disconnect Switch.

4.

The battery on this machine is located inside the Vacuum Lifter (VL) on the operator side (fuel level gauge side),
behind the engine.

5.

Move the machines together in order for the jumper cables to reach. DO NOT ALLOW THE MACHINES TO
CONTACT OR TOUCH EACH OTHER.

6.

Stop the engine on the machine that is the electrical source. When you use an auxiliary power source, turn off the
charging system.

7.

Check the battery caps for correct placement and for correct tightness. Make these checks on both machines. Make
sure the batteries in the stalled machine are not frozen. Check the batteries for low electrolyte.

8.

Connect the positive jump start cable to the positive cable terminal of the discharged battery.

9.

Batteries in series may be in separate compartments. Use the terminal that is connected to the starter solenoid.
Trace this cable in order to make sure that the cable is connected to the starter.

10. Connect the positive jump start cable to the positive terminal of the electrical source. Use the procedure from step 9
in order to determine the correct terminal.
11. Connect one end of the negative jump start cable to the negative terminal of the electrical source.
12. Make the final connection. Connect the negative cable to the frame of the stalled machine, on an unpainted clean
bare metal grounding point. Make this connection away from the battery, the fuel, the hydraulic lines, or moving
parts.
13. Start the engine on the machine that is the electrical source, or energize the charging system on the auxiliary power
source.
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14. Allow the electrical source to charge the batteries for two minutes.
15. Attempt to start the stalled engine. Refer to the Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch section in this manual.
16. Immediately after the stalled engine starts, disconnect the jump start cables in reverse order.
17. Conclude with a failure analysis on the starting charging system. Check the stalled machine, as required. Check the
machine when the engine is running and the charging system is in operation.

Machine Operating Temperature Range
When using the correct hydraulic oil weight, as specified by the host-carrier-vehicle, and the correct oil weights for the
vacuum pump and gear reducer as specified in the Maintenance and Lubrication Section the Vacuum Lifter (VL) is intended
for use within an ambient temperature range 14°F (-10°C) to 122°F (50°C). Consult the host-carrier-vehicle’s Operation and
Maintenance Manual for additional information on special configurations. See Operation and Maintenance Manual
Maintenance and Lubrication Section for correct Lubricant Viscosities for Ambient Temperatures.

Machine Operation
Follow the Operation instructions of the host-carrier-vehicle.
Before you move the machine, make sure that no one will be endangered.
Check for proper operation of all controls and protective devices while you operate the machine slowly in an open area.
Report any needed repairs that were noted during operation.
Be careful to avoid any condition which could cause the machine to tip. Follow the procedures and instructions in the hostcarrier machine operation and maintenance manual.
Do not go close to the edge of a cliff, an excavation, or an overhang.
Keep the machine under control. Do not overload the machine beyond capacity.
Know the maximum dimensions of your machine, including the supported load.
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Lifting Capacities
Maintain control of the host-carrier-vehicle and Vacuum Lifter (VL).
Do not overload the machine beyond the host-carrier-vehicle’s load capacity. Do not overload the Vacuum Lifter (VL)
beyond the lifter's load capacity. Do not overload the lifting pads beyond their load capacity. Do not overload the lifting
yoke, if fitted, beyond the yoke's load capacity.
Make special note of the yoke-pin size being used with the host-carrier machine, and do not overload the yoke-pin beyond
its load capacity.
Ensure that the correct load capacity indication film is referenced: host-carrier-vehicle, Vacuum Lifter (VL), lifting pad(s),
lifting yoke, or the yoke-pin. Use the lesser value of these indications to determine the maximum load that can be safely
lifted.
The combined host-carrier-vehicle’s supported load includes: the load being lifted, the lifting pads, the Vacuum Lifter (VL),
the yoke and yoke-pin. The combined host-carrier-vehicle’s supported load must be within the capabilities of the hostcarrier-vehicle to ensure that the host-carrier-vehicle does not become unstable. See Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“Lifting Capacities” for the load capacity of the Vacuum Lifter (VL), the lifting pads, and for the yoke and yoke-pin
combinations.
Do not use the Vacuum Lifter (VL) system to drag loads. There is a risk, where lifting equipment is used to drag loads, that
the load could become snagged on an obstacle which could destabilize the lifting equipment, exceed its Rated Lifting
Capacity/Working Load Limit (WLL), or place an excessive load on particular elements or components.

Limitations on Lifting Loads That Exceed the Working Range
Do not load the Vacuum Lifter (VL) beyond the indicated maximum load capacity.
Do not load the Vacuum Lifter (VL) beyond the maximum load capacity indicated on Yoke (excavator attachment), if
present, for the on pin size being used.
Do not load the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment beyond the indicated maximum load capacity.
Do not load the host-carrier-vehicle beyond its load-capability or load-capacity, refer to the Operation instructions of the
host-carrier-vehicle.
Do not lift a load that is covered with snow, ice, dust, etc.
Always check condition of seal for signs of excessive damage, gaps or excessive abrasion. Replace the suspect sections of
seal if in doubt.
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Electrical Power Lines

Serious injury or death by electrocution can result if the machine or attachments are not kept the proper distance from
electrical power lines.
Use the following chart as a reference to determine the minimum safe distance from high voltage wires. Refer also to the
host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance Manual (OMM) and follow the recommendations outlined there. If the
distances specified in the host-carrier's OMM are greater than those listed here, follow the host-carrier's recommendations.
Take into account the length of the load being lifted and keep the load clear.
Use the following chart as a reference to determine the minimum safe distance from high voltage wires during these
conditions:
x
x

machine operation
machine transportation
When Operating Near High Voltage Power Lines
Normal Voltage (Phase to
Minimum Clearance
Phase)
Required
0 Volts to 50 kVolts
3.05 Meters (10 Feet)
Over 50 kVolts to 200 kVolts
4.60 Meters (15 Feet)
Over 200 kVolts to 350 kVolts
6.10 Meters (20 Feet)
Over 350 kVolts to 500 kVolts
7.62 Meters (25 Feet)
Over 500 kVolts to 750 kVolts
10.67 Meters (35 Feet)
Over 750 kVolts to 1000 kVolts

13.72 Meters (45 Feet)

While in Transit Near High Voltage Power Lines
Normal Voltage (Phase to
Minimum Clearance
Phase)
Required
0 Volts to 0.75 kVolts
1.22 Meters (4 Feet)
Over 0.75 kVolts to 50 kVolts
1.83 Meters (6 Feet)
Over 50 kVolts to 345 kVolts
3.05 Meters (10 Feet)
Over 345 kVolts to 750 kVolts
6.10 Meters (20 Feet)
Over 750 kVolts to 1000 kVolts 7.62 Meters (25 Feet)
Table 1: Power lines, minimum clearance

Machine Parking
Refer to the host-carrier’s Operation and Maintenance Manual for specific machine parking instructions. Refer to the
Machine Parking section in the Operation and Maintenance Manual for Vacuum Lifter (VL) instructions.

Engine Stopping
Do not stop the engine immediately after the machine has been operated under load. This can cause overheating and
accelerated wear of engine components.
After the load has been lowered and released, and the host-carrier machine is parked and the parking brake is engaged, allow
the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine to run for two to three minutes before shutdown. This allows hot areas of the engine to cool
gradually.
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Equipment Lowering with Engine Stopped
Before lowering any equipment with the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine stopped, ensure that the area around the equipment is
clear of all personnel. When in "as new" condition, under optimum lifting conditions—clean, dry, non-porous load; new
pad-seals; no leaks; etc.—the Vacuum Lifter (VL) so that the level not decrease by more than 10% in 4 minutes once the
Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine has stopped in a vacuum-power-off condition. While lifting or supporting a load, as soon as the
Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine stops, or when the low vacuum level alarm is triggered, quickly and safely lower the supported
load to the ground in a controlled manner, while the reserve vacuum capacity remains. Investigate and correct the cause of
the problem before recommencing lifting.

Sound Level Information
Hearing protection may be needed when the machine is operated with an open operator station and an open cab for extended
periods or in a noisy environment. Hearing protection may be needed when the machine is operated with a cab that is not
properly maintained, or when the doors and windows are open for extended periods or in a noisy environment.

Guards (Operator Protection)
There are two door-type guards on either side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL) that enclose the vacuum pump and engine and
control equipment. Always ensure that both door-guards in place whenever the equipment is in operation. If the equipment
must be operated for service or maintenance with the door-guards opened or removed, ensure that extreme care is exercised
to avoid contact with hot surfaces or electrical voltage. In addition to the door-guards, coupling guards are integrated into the
pump-gearbox-engine drive system; never operate the equipment without the coupling guards in place.
Both the operator and personnel on the ground in the vicinity of the work area become exposed to a hazardous situation if
the machine is used improperly or if poor operating techniques are used. This situation can occur even though a machine is
equipped with an appropriate protective guard. Follow the established operating procedures that are recommended for your
machine.
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Product Information Section
General Information
Equipment Information Section

Vacuum Status Beacons
(Amber/Green)

Yoke
(excavator
attachment)
Fuel Filler
Cap

Pre-filter
Tank Vacuum Gauge
(Operator side)

Fuel Level
Gauge

Engine Exhaust Outlet
Door-guard
(Operator side)
Rated Load
Capacity/WLL
marking Film
Engine Operator
Controls
Yoke-Pin Load
Capacity/WLL
marking Film

Excavator
connection
with Flow
Control and
Ball Valve
(x2)
YokeRotator
Tank Vacuum
Gauge (Front
side)

Vacuum
Tank
(typical)

Transport Tubes x2
(Forklift, etc.,
access)

Door-guard
(Front side)
Tank Support
Legs (x4)
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Leg not shown
(for clarity)

Center Lug
Load Capacity
marking Film

Rated Load
Capacity/WLL
marking Film

Centre Lug
(lifting lug)
Vacuum Hose
Attachment
Connection Fitting

Vacuum Pad
Attachment Lugs (x4)

Figure 17: Vacuum Lifter (VL) - components (Optional equipment shown)

Guide Wheels
Pad Vacuum
Gauge

Transport Tubes
(Forklift, etc., access)
Vacuum
Hose/Connections
Vacuum Pad
Attachment Pin (x2)

Vacuum Pad
Load Rating
Chart
Pad Stand Legs
(x4/Pad)

Pad Webs
Pad
Vacuum
Gauge

Attachment
Lugs

Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP)
attachment size designation.
Identifies nominal pipe
diameter that can be lifted.

Guide Wheels

Figure 18: Pair Pads (sizes 4-in through 20-in) - components
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Guide Wheels
Pad Vacuum
Gauge

Vacuum Pad
Attachment Pin (x2)
Attachment Lugs

Transport Tubes
(Forklift, etc., access)
Pad Web

Vacuum Pad
Load Rating
Chart

Pad
Vacuum
Gauge

Vacuum
Hose/Connection
Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment
size designation. Identifies nominal pipe
diameter that can be lifted.
Pad Stand Legs
(x4/Pad)

Guide Wheels

Figure 19: Single Pads (sizes 22-in and up) - components
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Vacuum Lifter (VL) Specification (Vacuum Pad weights not included)

(A) Vacuum Lifter (VL)
Width
(B) Vacuum Lifter (VL)
Length
(C) Vacuum Lifter (VL)
Height

Weight Vacuum Lifter (VL)
(approximate)

049-08OP-002B

Legs installed, extended or folded
Legs removed (minimum obtainable)
Legs installed, extended or folded
Legs removed (minimum obtainable)
VL 10
With Yoke, with Legs installed and extended
With Yoke, with Legs folded or removed
No Yoke, Status Beacons removed, Legs folded
or removed (minimum obtainable)
VL 12
With Yoke, with Legs installed and extended
With Yoke, with Legs folded or removed
No Yoke, Status Beacons removed, Legs folded
or removed (minimum obtainable)
VL 16
With Yoke, with Legs installed and extended
With Yoke, with Legs folded or removed
No Yoke, Status Beacons removed, Legs folded
or removed (minimum obtainable)
No Yoke and Status Beacons removed, Legs
folded or removed (minimum obtainable)
Canopy Fully Raised
Canopy Fully Lowered
VL 10
Tare weight (no Yoke, no fuel no tank legs)
Maximum shipping weight (Lifter, Yoke, tank
legs, 100% fuel)
Yoke + Rotator (no attachment pin, etc.)
VL 12
Tare weight (no Yoke, no fuel)
Maximum operating/shipping weight (Lifter,
Yoke, tank legs, 100% fuel)
Yoke + Rotator (no attachment pin, etc.)
VL 16
Tare weight, no Yoke, no fuel
Maximum operating/shipping weight (Lifter,
Yoke, tank legs, 100% fuel)
Yoke + Rotator (no attachment pin, etc.)

47 in
25.1 in
112 in
106.6 in

1094 mm
638 mm
2845 mm
2707 mm

94.3 in
76.5 in
44.4 in

2394 mm
1944 mm
1128 mm

91.2 in
73.5 in
44.4 in

2317 mm
1866 mm
1128 mm

92.2 in
74.5 in
44.4 in

2342 mm
1891 mm
1128 mm

195 in

4953 mm

194.89 in
177.36 in

4950 mm
4505 mm

2400 lb
2010 lb

1090 kg
1365 kg

395 lb

180 kg

2365 lb
3025 lb

1075 kg
1375 kg

440 lb

200 kg

2365 lb
3070 lb

1075 kg
1395 kg

480 lb

220 kg
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Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment Specification (Pair Pads)

VLP 4 (2 pads required for lifting)
(A) Pad Width

(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height

Lifting diameter range
Guide Wheel Width
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)

Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 6 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Guide Wheel Width
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 8 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 10 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 12 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 14 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
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Ø3 - Ø5 in
16.5 in
8.07 in

Ø76 - Ø127 mm
419 mm
205 mm

79.4 in
16.4 in
13.6 in
275 lb
Ø5 - Ø7 in
13.1 in
10.0 in

2016 mm
418 mm
344 mm
125 kg
Ø127 - Ø178 mm
332 mm
254 mm

79.4 in
16.4 in
13.3 in
275 lb
Ø7 - Ø9 in
15.1 in
16.5 in
9.0 in

2016 mm
418 mm
339 mm
125 kg
Ø178 - Ø229 mm
382 mm
419 mm
229 mm

79.4 in
16.4 in
13.5 in
285 lb
Ø9 - Ø11 in
15.1 in
16.5 in
11.13 in

2016 mm
418 mm
342 mm
129 kg
Ø229 - Ø279 mm
382 mm
419 mm
283 mm

79.4 in
16.4 in
13.9 in
300 lb
Ø11 - Ø13 in
18.6 in
16.5 in
12.4 in

2016 mm
418 mm
353 mm
136 kg
Ø279 - Ø330 mm
471 mm
419 mm
316 mm

79.88 in
17.3 in
14.2 in
345 lb
Ø13 - Ø15 in

2029 mm
439 mm
360 mm
156 kg
Ø330 - Ø381 mm
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(A) Pad Width

(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height

Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)

Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 16 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 18 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 20 (2 pads required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
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18.6 in
16.5 in
13.76 in

471 mm
419 mm
349 mm

79.88 in
17.2 in
14.4 in
355 lb
Ø15 - Ø17 in
18.6 in
16.5 in
14.9 in

2029 mm
437 mm
366 mm
161 kg
Ø381 - Ø432 mm
471 mm
419 mm
379 mm

85.88 in
17.2 in
14.63 in
375 lb
Ø17 - Ø19 in
23.3 in
18.1 in
85.38 in
18.68 in
15.5 in
430 lb
Ø19 - Ø21 in
23.3 in
19 in
85.38 in
18.58 in
15.55 in
435 lb

2181 mm
437 mm
372 mm
170 kg
Ø432 - Ø483 mm
590 mm
458 mm
2169 mm
474 mm
393 mm
195 kg
Ø483 - Ø533 mm
590 mm
483 mm
2169 mm
472 mm
395 mm
197 kg
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Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment Specification (Single Pads)

VLP 22 (1 pad required for lifting)
(A) Pad Width

(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height

Lifting diameter range
Legs extended
Legs folded
Legs removed (minimum)

Legs extended
Legs folded
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 24 (1 pad required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 26 (1 pad required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 28 (1 pad required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded
Legs removed (minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 30 (1 pad required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded
Legs removed (minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 32 (1 pad required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed)
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Ø21 - Ø23 in
29.25 in
21.25 in
20.68 in
169.75 in
22.5 in
18.1 in
1085 lb
Ø23 - Ø25 in
29.25 in
23 in
169.75 in
22.5 in
18.1 in
1135 lb
Ø25 - Ø27 in
29.25 in
24.15 in
169.75 in
22.37 in
18.2 in
1160 lb
Ø27 - Ø29 in
35.5 in
30.5 in
25.63 in
169.75 in
24.8 in
18.58 in
1215 lb
Ø29 - Ø31 in
35.5 in
30.5 in
27.6 in
169.75 in
24.8 in
19.22 in
1260 lb
Ø31 - Ø33 in
35.5 in
34 in
29.9 in

Ø533 - Ø584 mm
743 mm
540 mm
525 mm
4312 mm
572 mm
459 mm
492 kg
Ø584 - Ø635 mm
743 mm
583 mm
4312 mm
572 mm
459 mm
515 kg
Ø635 - Ø686 mm
743 mm
613.4 mm
4312 mm
568.4 mm
462 mm
526 kg
Ø686 - Ø737 mm
902 mm
775 mm
651 mm
4312 mm
629 mm
472 mm
551 kg
Ø737 - Ø787 mm
902 mm
775 mm
701 mm
4312 mm
629 mm
488 mm
572 kg
Ø787 - Ø838 mm
902 mm
863 mm
759.5 mm

181.5 in
24.6 in
18.5 in
1480 lb

4610 mm
625 mm
470 mm
671 kg
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VLP 34 (1 pad required for lifting)
(A) Pad Width

(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height

Lifting diameter range
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)

Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
VLP 36 (1 pad required for lifting)
Lifting diameter range
(A) Pad Width
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guide Wheel Width)
Legs and Guide Wheels removed
(minimum)
(B) Pad Length
(C) Pad Height
Legs extended
Legs folded (Guides wheels removed)
VLP Load handling and Shipping weight (with legs and seal installed, approximate)
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Ø33 - Ø35 in
35.5 in
34.28 in
29.9 in

Ø838 - Ø889 mm
902 mm
871 mm
759.5 mm

181.5 in
24.5 in
18.33 in
1490 lb
Ø35 - Ø37 in
35.5 in
34.8 in
29.9 in

4610 mm
622 mm
466 mm
676 kg
Ø889 - Ø940 mm
902 mm
885 mm
759.5 mm

181.5 in
24.4 in
18.17 in
1500 lb

4610 mm
621 mm
461 mm
680 kg
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Intended Use
The Vacuum Lifter (VL) system is a Below The Hook Lifting device as described in the Machine Description of the
Foreword section of this manual. The primary use of the Vacuum Lifter (VL) equipment with the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP)
attachment pads is to lift, handle, and move pipe sections. The Vacuum Lifter (VL) system is not intended as a permanent or
semi-permanent supporting structure. For use inside buildings, the Vacuum Lifter (VL) system requires additional optional
components, contact your dealer or Vanguard Equipment for additional details. The Vacuum Lifter (VL) system is not
intended to be used in proximity to people. Never use the Vacuum Lifter (VL) or any attachment pads, etc., to lift or
transport people.

Certifications
The Vacuum Lifter (VL) system is designed, manufactured, and tested in accordance with:
x

American National Standard Institute (ANSI) and The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) ASME
B30.20, Below-the-Hook Lifting Devices.

x

American National Standard Institute (ANSI) and The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) ASME
BTH-1, Design of Below-the-Hook Lifting Devices

Load Capacity/WLL
VL Load Capacity/WLL

A

B

The following load capacity for the indicated condition must not be
exceeded:
(A) Rated Load Capacity/WLL marking indicates the maximum load that
can be safely supported by the Vacuum Lifter (VL), when configured
correctly. Follow the procedures outlined in this manual. Do not exceed the
Rated Load Capacity/WLL indicated for the model designation.
(B) Centre Lug Load Capacity marking indicates the maximum load that can
be supported from the centre lug. Do not exceed this rating when lifting
loads supported at the Centre Lug.

Figure 20: Vacuum Lifter (VL) Load Capacity
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VL10 Load Capacity/WLL

(A) VL 10 Rated Load Capacity/WLL
Supported load not to exceed 10 000kg (22,000 lb)

(B) Centre Lug Load Capacity
Supported load not to exceed 2 000 kg (4,400 lb)
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VL12 Load Capacity/WLL

(A) VL12 Rated Load Capacity/WLL
Supported load not to exceed 12 000kg (26,500 lb)

(B) Centre Lug Load Capacity
Supported load not to exceed 2 000 kg (4,400 lb)
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VL 16 Load Capacity/WLL

(A) VL16 Rated Load Capacity/WLL
Supported load not to exceed 16 000kg (35,275 lb)

(B) Centre Lug Load Capacity
Supported load not to exceed 2 000 kg (4,400 lb)
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VL Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL

C

(C) The Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL must not be exceeded based on the diameter
pin used to attach to the host carrier. Refer to the chart indicated to determine the
maximum load that can be supported by the pin for a given pin diameter. Do not
exceed the load shown for the pin diameter Ø.
NOTE: The maximum load indicated includes the total combined load and equals the
weight of the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment AND the weight of the supported
pipe-load.
Figure 21: Vacuum Lifter (VL) Load Capacity
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VL 10 Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported is based on the pin
diameter (Ø) used to attach to the host carrier machine.
The maximum load indicated includes the total combined load and
equals the weight of the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment AND the
weight of the supported pipe-load.

(C) VL 10 Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL
Supported load for given Ø not to exceed value indicated by
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VL12 Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported is based on the pin
diameter (Ø) used to attach to the host carrier machine.
The maximum load indicated includes the total combined load and
equals the weight of the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment AND the
weight of the supported pipe-load.

(C) VL12 Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL
Supported load for given Ø not to exceed value indicated by
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VL16 Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported is based on the pin
diameter (Ø) used to attach to the host carrier machine.
The maximum load indicated includes the total combined load and
equals the weight of the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment AND the
weight of the supported pipe-load.

(C) VL16 Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL
Supported load for given Ø not to exceed value indicated by
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VLP Load Capacity/WLL
(D) The load supported from the VLP cannot exceed the specifications indicated on the Load
Capacity/WLL rating. NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based
on the vacuum that can be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the
pipe lifted horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated
by the graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is outside the
operating range (F).
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø". Do
not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

D

1

1

D

The vacuum level achieved at the attachment pad is shown by attachment pad gauge (1). When
the vacuum level achieved is in the YELLOW zone (2) of the gauge (1), the load must not exceed
the load indicated by the graph-line (E). When the vacuum level achieved is in the GREEN zone
(3) of the gauge (1), the load must not exceed the maximum load specifications for the attachment
pad. Do not attempt to lift a load when the vacuum level achieved is in the RED zone (4) of the
gauge (1).
2 - do not
exceed
graph-line
load

4 - do not
lift a load
3

3 - do not
exceed
maximum
load
4
E
049-55-63-019A
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VLP4 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP4 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 479 kg (1,055 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP6 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP6 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 974 kg (2,147 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP8 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP8 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 1389 kg (3,063 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP10 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP10 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 2 026 kg (4,466 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP12 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP12 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 2 263 kg (4,990 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E
G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP14 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP14 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 2 617 kg (5,770 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP16 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP16 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 3 068 kg (6,764 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP18 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP18 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 4 144 kg (9,135 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP20 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP20 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 4 689 kg (10,337 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP22 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP22 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 6 182 kg (13,629 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E
G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP24 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP24 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 7 043 kg (15,528 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP26 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP26 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 7 375 kg (16,260 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G
F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP28 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP28 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 7 967 kg (17,563 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP30 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP30 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 8 856 kg (19,524 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP32 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP32 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 10 128 kg (22,327 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G
F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP34 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP34 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 10 522 kg (23,196 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP36 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP36 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 10 954 kg (24,150 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP42 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP42 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 15 371 kg (33,888 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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VLP48 Load Capacity/WLL
NOTE: The maximum load that can be supported from the VLP is based on the vacuum that can
be developed at the attachment when the pad is in full contact with the pipe and pipe is lifted
horizontally. Never attempt to lift the pipe off-center. Do not exceed the load indicated by the
graph-line (E) for the vacuum achieved. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is below the range
(F). Always ensure that the supported load is within the green shaded region of the chart bounded
by (E), (F) and (G).

D) VLP48 Load Capacity/WLL. Do not exceed the maximum load specifications:
x
x

Supported load not to exceed 17 940 kg (39,550 lb) as indicated by
.
The VLP can only be used for pipe diameters within the size range as indicated by the "Ø".
Do not lift pipes larger or smaller than the indicated Ø range.

E

G

F

(E) VLP Load Capacity / WLL for vacuum developed with pipe-load
(F) Vacuum operating range
(G) Load operating range
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Identification Information
Plate Locations and Film Locations
Vacuum Lifter (VL) Attachment/Component Information plate
The attachment/component information plate is attached to the component to identify the model name/number and the serial
number. It is not a Product Information Number (PIN). The attachment/component information plate is located inside the
vacuum power-pack compartment, on the right bulkhead, above the vacuum valve-filter, per the illustration below. For
quick reference, record this information in the spaces that are provided below:

Figure 22: Attachment/component information plate
Serial Number

Model Number

Year of Manufacture

Vacuum Lifter (VL) Weight

Tare weight = Minimum VL
unit weight: with tank legs, no
Yoke, no fuel
Max Shipping weight =
Maximum operating/shipping
weight: with tank legs, with
Yoke, with 100% fuel

The Vacuum Lifter (VL) weights are listed in the Vacuum Lifter (VL) Specification section of this manual.
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Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) Attachment Information plate
The VLP attachment pad information plate is attached to the component to identify the model name/number and the serial
number. It is not a Product Information Number (PIN). The VLP attachment information plate is located on the outside of
the web, on the opposite end from the Vacuum Gauge, close to the Guide Wheels. Note: on Single Pads, VLP attachment
information plate is on the opposite end from the Vacuum Hose connection, per the illustration below. For quick reference,
record this information in the spaces that are provided below:

VLP attachment
information plate

VLP attachment
information plate

VLP attachment
information plate

Figure 23: Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads information plate
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Pad Weight - Load handling and Shipping Weight

Load Handling
and shipping
Weight Film

Load Handling
and shipping
Weight Film

Load Handling
and shipping
Weight Film

Located on the Pad Attachment, indicates the VLP
size designation and the pad weight for both load
handling and shipping purposes. NOTE: This
weight forms part of the load supported by the
Vacuum Lifter (VL) and the weight for EACH pad
connected must be included in the total loadweight being lifted.

Figure 24: Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads Load handling and Shipping weight
The Load Handling and Shipping weights are listed in the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment Specification section of
this manual.
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Certification - CE Mark
For Vacuum Lifter (VL) equipment that are compliant to 2006/42/EC "The Machinery Directive" the CE mark and
designation of the machinery information is incorporated into the attachment/component information plate.
For Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads the CE mark and designation of the machinery information is shown on the
VLP's attachment information plate, is located on the outside of the web, on the opposite end from the Vacuum Gauge, close
to the Guide Wheels. Note: on Single Pads, VLP attachment information plate is on the opposite end from the Vacuum Hose
connection

Figure 25: Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads CE information plate

ISO Symbols (Model Usage)
The following list contains all of the ISO Symbols that appear in this publication.
On: To identify the on position of a control.
Off: To identify the off position of a control.
Battery Disconnect: To identify the control that disconnects the battery from the electrical system.
Engine Start: To identify the control used to start the engine.
Engine Run: To identify the control position that indicates the engine, once started, will continue to
operate.
Engine Stop: To identify the control used to stop the engine.
To identify the control that activates diesel engine glow plugs to assist in starting the engine at low
temperatures.
Battery charging condition: To identify the display that provides information about the battery
charging condition.
To indicate that the engine oil is low or fails outside of specified parameters. To identify the engine oil
gauge. To identify the engine oil filler cap or fill point. To identify the display that provides
information about the oil pressure in the engine lubrication system.
Hour meter: To indicate the number of hours the equipment has operated.
Electrical Earth/Ground: Identifies the Earth/Ground terminal connection.
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Operation
Before Operation
Refer to the host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance Manual for relevant instructions, including safety related
issues.
Ensure that the Vacuum Lifter (VL) fuel tank has enough fuel to complete the scheduled work before requiring refueling,
refer to the Maintenance section of this manual. The Diesel engine powers the vacuum pump. Without adequate fuel, both
the engine and vacuum pump will stop causing the vacuum level to fall and eventually drop below the working range.
Lifting operations will not be possible as soon as the unit runs out of fuel and the engine stops.

Daily Inspection
To ensure a safe operational condition of the machine, and for maximum service life of the machine, perform a daily walkaround inspection.
Note: Watch closely for leaks, both vacuum and fluid leaks. If leaking is observed, find the source of the leak and correct
the leak. If fluid leaking is suspected or fluid leaking is observed, check the fluid levels more frequently.
Inspect the machine for the following items:
x

Inspect the Vacuum Lifter (VL) for any signs of physical damage, such as: cracks, dents, gouges, corrosion, loose
or missing bolts and hardware, damaged pins etc.

x

Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks. Repair any hydraulic system leaks. Inspect the hoses, the seals, and the
flanges.

x

Inspect covers and the guards for damage, for loose bolts, and for missing bolts.

x

Inspect the vacuum gauges on the Vacuum Lifter (VL) to ensure they are in good condition and replace if damaged
or fail to give a readout when the machine is operating under vacuum.

x

Inspect the vacuum hoses and connections at the Vacuum Lifter (VL). Ensure there are no nicks, cuts, cracks, frays,
or tears in the hoses. Check the vacuum connections for leaks, repair any leaks.

x

Inspect the fuel-line hoses between the Vacuum Lifter (VL) fuel tank and the engine-system for leaks. Repair any
fuel-line leaks.

x

Inspect the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment for any signs of physical damage, such as: cracks, dents, gouges,
corrosion, loose or missing bolts and hardware, damaged pins etc.

x

Inspect the vacuum hoses and connections to the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads. Ensure there are no
nicks, cuts, cracks, frays, or tears in the hoses. Check the vacuum connections for leaks, repair any leaks.

x

Inspect the vacuum gauges on the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads to ensure they are in good condition
and replace if damaged or fail to give a readout when the machine is operating under vacuum.

x

Inspect the guide wheels on the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads to ensure the guides open freely, and
the guide-wheels rotate freely.

x

Inspect the vacuum seal on the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads to ensure it is not overly worn, cut, or
damaged. Replace damaged sections as required.

Note: Refer to the host-carrier-vehicle's operation manual for detailed information on the specific daily inspection of the
host-carrier unit.

Notice
Accumulated grease and oil on a machine is a fire hazard.
Remove debris with steam cleaning or high-pressure water, at the specified interval in the Maintenance Interval Schedule or
each time any significant quantity of oil is spilled on the machine.
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Daily Checks
After you inspect the machine, perform the daily maintenance that is listed in the maintenance interval schedule. Perform the
daily maintenance before you mount the host-carrier-vehicle in order to operate the machine.
Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, "Maintenance Interval Schedule" for the correct procedures for the following
checks:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Note: Refer
carrier unit.

Diesel Fuel Filter - Check
Vacuum Engine Fuel Level - Check
Vacuum Engine Oil - Check
Vacuum Engine Air Cleaner - Check
Vacuum Pump Oil - Check
Vacuum Filters - Check
Yoke Pin - Lubricate
Guide Wheels - Check
Operation Controls and Alarm System - Check
Host-carrier-vehicle Hydraulic System Oil Level – Check
Hydraulic Hoses and fittings for leaks – Check
Vacuum Hoses and fittings for leaks – Check
Electrical cables for signs of damage to insulation - Check, replace if damaged
Lift Test - Perform
Yoke Bumpers - Check
to the host-carrier-vehicle's operation manual for detailed information on the specific daily checks of the host-

Operator Controls
Rotation of the Vacuum Lifter (VL) is only possible when the Yoke (excavator attachment) is installed. The hydraulic
rotation functions of the Yoke (excavator attachment) are controlled by the host-carrier-vehicle's implement controls. Refer
to the specific host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance manual for information regarding the type and location of
the implement controls. It is recommended to connect the Yoke (excavator attachment) hoses to the bucket cylinder or
auxiliary circuit on the excavator. The speed of the rotation will be dependent on the host-carrier-vehicle's engine RPM
speed driving the hydraulic implement pump. The faster the engine RPM, the faster the Yoke (excavator attachment)
rotation operational speed. The rotation speed can also be limited by flow control valves fitted to the Yoke (excavator
attachment). Refer to the Excavator attachment section of this manual for connection and adjustment instructions.

Battery Disconnect Switch
The battery disconnect switch is on the Vacuum Lifter (VL) main control panel on the operator's side, behind the door guard
enclosure.

049-05-05-013C

049-50-63-021A

Figure 26: Battery Disconnect Switch
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I

ON — Insert the battery disconnect switch key, and turn the battery disconnect switch key clockwise in order to supply
electrical power to the electrical system. The switch must be ON before you start the engine.

O OFF — Turn the battery disconnect switch key counter clockwise in order to shut off the electrical power supply to the
entire electrical system.
The battery disconnect switch and the engine Stop/Run/Start Switch serve different functions. When the battery disconnect
switch is turned off, the entire electrical system is disabled. When only the engine start switch is turned off, the battery
remains connected to the electrical system.
Turn the battery disconnect switch key to the off (O) position and remove the battery disconnect switch key when you
service the electrical system or you service any other components on the equipment. See also the General Hazard
Information section in this manual.
Turn the battery disconnect switch key to the off (O) position and
remove the battery disconnect switch key when the equipment is left
for an extended period. This procedure will prevent a short circuit
from draining the battery. This procedure will also prevent the
components from draining the battery. This procedure will also
prevent the battery from being drained by vandalism, etc.
The battery disconnect switch can also be placed in the locked-out off
(O) position (1) with the key left in place. The key can be locked in
place to the hasp with a padlock. This locks the machine out so it
cannot be used. This is useful for locking the machine out for service
or maintenance.
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1
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Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch
The engine stop/run/start switch is located on the Vacuum Lifter (VL) main control panel on the operator's side; it can be
accessed with the door guard enclosure in place. Turning the switch to RUN energizes the electrical system, turning on the
status-alarm and controls, etc. Turning the switch to STOP de-energizes the electrical system, turning everything off. Note:
The battery remains connected to the electrical system, refer to the Battery Disconnect Switch operation.

049-05-05-009C
049-50-63-021A

Figure 27: Engine Stop/Run/Stop Switch
STOP—Turn the engine Stop/Run/Start switch to the STOP

Position 0 = STOP

position (position 0) in order to stop the engine. If the engine
won't stop, refer to the troubleshooting section, Engine Won't
Start / Manual reset lever in wrong position

All indicators
OFF

049-50-63-023A

Position 1 = RUN
(engine not turning)
START—Turn the engine Stop/Run/Start switch to
position 1, RUN, so that the oil pressure and battery
charge lights are on. Then continue to turn the key
clockwise to position 2, START, to crank the engine all the way.
Crank the Engine until the engine catches. Do not actuate starter
switch for more than 20 seconds at a time. If engine does not
start, wait 1 minute before repeating attempt. If engine does not
start after two attempts, use the Troubleshooting Guide in the
Engine Manual appendix to find the cause. Note: Special cold
start precautions must be taken for ambient temperatures below 0
ºC (32 ºF), refer to the Post Start-up section below.

indicators ON

049-50-63-025A

Position 2 = START
(crank engine)
"OK" +
indicators
FLICKER
049-50-63-026A
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RUN—Return key to 1st position, RUN, when engine is
running. Note: While the engine is running, all warning
lights should be off except the starting panel OK light.

Position 1 = RUN (engine turning OK)
"OK" indicator
ON

049-50-63-024A

Glow Plug
GLOW PLUG— Pre-heating feature is built in to the Stop/Run/Start switch. If pre-heating light is illuminated, wait
until it turns off before starting the engine. There is a pre-heating failure if the pre-heating light is flashing. See
troubleshooting section in this manual for more information.

Post Start-Up (Maximum throttle/Manual throttle Minimum idle/Stop)
Run engine at idle speed according to the table below. Throttle lever will stay in last position. After start-up, move throttle lever to
the 100% MAX position.

Temperature

Time

≤ -4°F (-20°C)

5 minutes

-4°F to 14°F (-20°C to -10°C)

2 minutes

14°F to 23°F (-10°C to -5°C)

1 minute

≥ 41°F (5°C)

20 seconds
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Throttle lever
set to 100%
MAX

Throttle lever
set to idle
MIN

049-50-63-012A

049-50-63-013A

Throttle lever
set to 0%
STOP

049-50-63-014A

Figure 28: Engine Throttle positions

Engine Recoil Starting
Set the Engine Throttle to idle position. See Post Start-Up (Maximum throttle/Manual throttle Minimum idle/Stop) section in
this manual for instructions.
Recoil starting rope is accessible from non-operator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL), on the back of the Engine.
Take the handle and pull the rope softly until it is extended to its full limit. Let the rope rewind completely. Start the Engine
by pulling the rope strongly.

049-50-63-019A
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Wireless Remote Transmitter
The Wireless Remote Transmitter comes with strong magnets on its base
allowing it to be mounted to any steel surface in the carrier vehicle. The Wireless
Remote Transmitter also comes with a flexible lanyard that can be used to secure
the control to the operator's wrist. Always position the Wireless Remote
Transmitter so that it can be easily reached and operated at all times while
working.

6

Notice

3

1

5
4

The Wireless Remote Transmitter must be connected to the Vacuum Lifter (VL)
control system in order for the Wireless Remote Transmitter to operate the
Vacuum Lifter (VL). See the Wired Controller Removal (Wireless Remote
Transmitter connected) section below.
1.

Wireless Remote Transmitter Power ON: Push Button (1)—GREEN.
Turns the Wireless Remote Transmitter on. Pushing the green button
does not affect the engine condition. (Note: The transmitter will shut
itself off and the receiver will then shut off all outputs—the vacuum
valve will hold—after 10 minutes of inactivity as a battery saving
feature. Momentarily operating any button on the transmitter, including
the green power button, will restart the 10-minute timer).

2
049-55-63-008A

2.

Wireless Remote Transmitter Power OFF: Push Button (2)—RED. Turns the Wireless Remote Transmitter off.
Does not affect the engine condition.

3.

Pick up/Support load—Vacuum ON: Push Button (3)

4.

Release load—Vacuum OFF: Push Buttons (3) and (4) together
the load.

to engage the vacuum.

release the vacuum and

Note: To prevent accidental dropping of the load, both buttons (3) and (4) must be pushed together at the same time.
5. Active LED (5): Shows that the remote is on and paired with the receiver. In the event of transmitter and receiver
not being paired, refer to the TEST the Transmitter/Receiver Link instructions in the appendix.
6. Battery Low indicator (6):
Replace Batteries, low batteries will last
approximately 8 hours once the Low
Battery light begins to flash.

Wireless Remote Receiver

1 2 3 4

Refer to Wireless Remote
Transmitter/Receiver Operation and
Troubleshooting in appendix for setup,
diagnostic codes, and Troubleshooting,
etc.

049-50-63-017A

049-55-63-017A

1 = ESTOP
2 = FAULT
3 = LINK
4 = STATUS
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Wired Controller

Notice
After installing the Wired Controller, always perform the "Operation Controls and Alarm System - Check" outlined in the
Maintenance section of this manual.

Use the Wired Controller when the Wireless Remote system is not
operational, or if job-site conditions do not permit the use of the
Wireless Remote system. Refer to the Wired Controller Installation
(Wireless Remote Transmitter disconnected) section in this manual for
cable connection instructions. Once the Wired Controller is connected,
there is no need to turn it on or off, this is done through the Battery
Disconnect Switch described above. Always position the Wired
Controller so that it can be easily reached and operated at all times
while in use.

2

1

Thoroughly Inspect the condition of the entire length of cable prior to
use, at the beginning of each shift. DO NOT use the wired controller if
the cable or insulation is damaged in any way. Replace any damage
cable immediately, prior to use.
Ensure the armor guard is positioned correctly, to reduce chaffing of
the cable-insulation.

2

049-55-63-004B

Notice
When the Wired Controller is connected to the Vacuum Lifter (VL) control system, the Wireless Remote Transmitter will no
longer operate the Vacuum Lifter (VL).
1.

Pick up/Support load—Vacuum ON: Push Button (1)—middle GREEN, to engage the vacuum.

2.

Release load—Vacuum OFF: Push both Buttons (2) together —outer RED, release the vacuum and the load.

Note: To prevent accidental dropping of the load, both RED buttons (2) must be pushed together at the same time.

Wired Controller Installation (Wireless Remote Transmitter disconnected)
1.

Turn the Battery Disconnect Switch key to the off (O) position, lockout if required, see the Battery Disconnect
Switch section in this manual.
2
4
4,
5

1,
3

1
5

3

6
049-40-63-001A

2.
3.
4.

7

2

049-40-63-002B

Disconnect the Vacuum Valve Cable (1) and the Vacuum Valve Cable Harness (2).
Connect the Vacuum Valve Cable (1) and the Wired Controller Cable (3) together.
Remove the Plug Cap (not shown) from the Wired Controller Power Cable (4) and connect to the Wired Controller
Cable (5).
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5.

Route the Wired Controller Cable (6) to operator's cabin along the carrier vehicle's boom, avoid routing the cable in
areas that will severely damage the cable. Position the armor guard to protect cable against any pinch-point areas or
rubbing areas so the cable does not get damaged or chaffed. Secure the cable in place along the boom, etc., using

6
7
6
049-40-63-004A

6.
7.
8.

049-40-063-005B

nylon cable ties or similar.
Secure the Wired Controller (7) in operator's cabin so that it is easily reachable. Make sure the Wired Controller
Cable (6) will not get damaged during operation.
Turn Battery Disconnect Switch to on (I) position, see the Battery Disconnect Switch section in this manual.
The Wired Controller (7) is now ready to use, see the Wired Controller section in this manual for operating
instructions.

Wired Controller Removal (Wireless Remote Transmitter connected)

Notice
After removing the Wired Controller (Wireless Remote connected), always perform the "Operation Controls and Alarm
System - Check" outlined in the Maintenance section of this manual.
1.

Turn the Battery Disconnect Switch key to the off (O) position, lockout if required, see the Battery Disconnect
Switch section in this manual.

1,
2

6
7

1,
3

4,
6

4,
5
2
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

5
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Disconnect the Wired Controller Power Cable (1) from the Wired Controller Cable (2) and place the Plug Cap (3)
on the Wired Controller Power Cable (1).
Disconnect the Vacuum Valve Cable (4) from the Wired Controller Cable (5).
Connect the Vacuum Valve Cable (4) to the Vacuum Valve Cable Harness (6).
The Wired Controller (7) is now fully disconnected, and the Wireless Remote Transmitter is now connected.
Thoroughly inspect the condition of the entire length of cable. Replace the cable if damaged in any way. Ensure the
armor guard is intact on the cable, and is not damaged. Replace the armor guard if damaged or missing.
Turn Battery Disconnect Switch to on (I) position, see the Battery Disconnect Switch section in this manual.
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8.

The Wireless Remote Transmitter is now connected, see the Wireless Remote Transmitter section in this manual for
operating instructions.

Yoke Rotator Speed Control Valves
Rotation speed of the Yoke Rotator should be slow enough to ensure safe operation of the VL Vacuum Lifter. The rotation
speed of the Yoke Rotator is controlled by the flow coming from the carrier vehicle. This flow can be reduced by the flow
control valves fitted to the yoke.
1.

Two flow control valves (1), one for each direction of rotation, are used to control the Yoke Rotator speed.

2.

Adjust both valves equally together.

3.

Turn the valves clockwise in to reduce the flow/speed. Turn the valves counterclockwise out to increase the
flow/speed.

4.

Start with both valves turned all the way in for minimum rotation speed until enough experience with the
equipment operation is achieved before increasing the flow/speed.

5.

Environmental conditions, carrier vehicle hydraulic performance, the size and weight of the load, and jobsite layout
conditions all have an impact of the rotation speed requirements. It is advisable to start at a low rotational speed,
and gradually increase the speed setting only as experience and familiarity with all of these conditions is gained.

1

1

1
049-30-60-002A

049-30-30-002A

Yoke Rotator Ball Valves
Ball Valves on Yoke are intended for assembly and disassembly purposes only. Make sure both Ball Valves (2) are open
during regular operation. Close both Ball Valves when disassembling Vacuum Lifter from excavator to minimize hydraulic
oil leak. Ball valves are closed when handles are perpendicular to hydraulic lines. Ball valves are open when handles are
parallel to hydraulic lines. See Excavator Disassembly section in this manual for more information.

2

2

2
2
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Vacuum Indicators (Audible and Visual)
After starting the engine, if the vacuum level in the Vacuum Tank as indicated by the vacuum tank gauge is less than -15
inHg (-50.8 kPa), the audible alarm will sound and the Amber Vacuum Status Beacon will flash. Do not operate with
inadequate vacuum. Do not lift a load when the vacuum is outside the operating range. Once the vacuum level increases
above -18 inHg (-61 kPa), the audible alarm will stop and the Amber Vacuum Status Beacon will stop flashing and the
Green Vacuum Status Beacon will flash. The vacuum level will continue to rise until it reaches the maximum obtainable
level.
Amber Beacon =
Outside Vacuum
Operating range

049-05-05-001A

Red Zone = Outside
Vacuum Operating
range. Do not lift a
load

049-55-63-016A

Green Beacon = Within
Vacuum Operating range
(yellow and green zone)

049-55-63-012A

Yellow Zone = Do not
exceed VLP Load
Capacity/WLL indicated on
the attachment pad
Green Zone = Do not
exceed maximum load
rating of the attachment pad

049-55-63-015A

049-55-63-011A

When the Vacuum Gauge is in the yellow zone, the operation is based on the Load Capacity/WLL range, and
special attention to the Attachment Pad Load Capacity/WLL charts should be made to ensure the load does not
exceed the pad WLL ratings during operation. The load rating of the pad is directly dependant on the vacuum
that can be achieved in this variable operating range of the pad. Refer to the VLP Load Capacity/WLL section in
this manual. Refer to Adequate Pad Vacuum Check section of this manual.
Figure 29: Vacuum Indicators (Visual)
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Equipment attachment
Excavator attachment

Notice
Do not make any modifications to the Vacuum Lifter (VL), the Rotator Yoke, or any of the associated pins, adapters,
spacers, or hardware, etc. This includes interchanging rotator assemblies. Contact your dealer or Vanguard Equipment for
the correct, authorized, replacement parts.
1.

Ensure that the excavator is capable of supporting the total weight of the load, including: the Vacuum Lifter (VL),
the attachment pad, and the load to be lifted.

2.

Ensure that the combined weight of the load—Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment AND the weight of the
supported pipe-load to be lifted—does not exceed the VL Yoke-Pin Load Capacity/WLL.

3.

Ensure that the Rotator Yoke is wide enough to accommodate the excavator stick width.

4.

Ensure that the correct yoke connection pin (1), pin adapters (2), spacers (3), and retaining hardware (4) are
available for proper fit up without excessive spacer free play; contact your dealer or Vanguard equipment for the
correct components and quantities.

5.

Ensure that the excavator hydraulic circuit used (either the bucket function, or the auxiliary function) is adjusted so
that the pressure does not exceed 5000 psi (348 bar) maximum pressure setting, and the flow does not exceed 10
GPM (40 l/min). Refer to the excavator hydraulic adjustment instructions. Note: Significant damage can occur if
the Rotator Yoke hydraulic system is connected to a hydraulic system that is above the maximum pressure setting.

6.

Inspect the yoke connection pin (1) the yoke adapters (2), spacers (3), and retaining hardware (4) to ensure there is
no damage or excessive wear.

7.

Use the Vacuum Lifter (VL) Transport Tubes to move the lifter into place below the excavator; use forklift or
slings of adequate capacity, refer to the Load handling and Shipping weight info. Use the Tank Stand Legs to
support the lifter on a firm, stable surface.

8.

With the excavator sick-arm (5) centered on the yoke, line up with pin-bores.

9.

Attach the Rotator Yoke to the excavator, using the correct number of spacers to fill in the gap to leave at least a
3/8-inch (10 mm) gap, and no more than a 5/8-inch (16 mm) gap. Try to use the same number of spacers on each
side of excavator stick, so it is centered in the yoke.

10. Use retaining hardware (4) to secure pin (1) in the yoke. Push pin through yoke bores, pin adapter bores (2) if
present, and pin (1) bore. Each yoke requires retaining hardware on one end only. Tighten to 370 ±50 Nm (275 ±37
Lb-ft).
11. Grease the pin, refer to the maintenance section for details.

Notice
Take special precautions to avoid contaminating the hydraulic system. Ensure that all connection fittings and hose ends are
clean and free of dirt, debris, and contamination before disconnecting or connecting the hydraulic hoses and fittings.
Hydraulic contamination could severely damage the Rotator Yoke and/or the excavator system. DO NOT allow the
hydraulic system to be contaminated. Refer to the carrier vehicle' operator and maintenance manual.
12. Connect the Rotator Yoke extension hoses (6) to the excavator hydraulic system (7) using either the bucket circuit
or the auxiliary circuit. Hydraulic fitting adapters (7) may be required depending on the excavator.
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049-08-55-008A

Use Transport
Tubes for moving
Vacuum Lifter into
place

Use Tank Legs to
support Vacuum
Lifter on a stable
surface
049-05-05-12A
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1
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6
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2

7
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6
6
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13. Coil the excess extension hoses (6) up on the excavator stick-arm and secure them so that they do not interfere with
the rotation of the yoke or the movement of the excavator arms. The extension hoses (6) do not rotate with the
yoke, so they do not need to be too long.
6

6

6

6

049-42-60-004A

049-42-60-003A

6
6

049-42-60-005A

14. Ensure the area is clear of personnel and obstacles. Make sure both Ball Valves are fully open (handle is parallel to
hydraulic hoses), see Yoke Rotator Ball Valves section in this manual. Slowly rotate the Vacuum Lifter (VL)
completely around in one direction, then the opposite direction to ensure correct rotation direction with the carrier's
controls. If the rotation is not correct, swap the connections of the extension hoses (6) at the yoke to reverse the
control direction.
15. Slowly rotate the Vacuum Lifter (VL) completely around in one direction for several rotations, then reverse the
direction and slowly rotate it in the other direction for several rotations. Repeat this as necessary to bleed any air
out of the system until smooth operation is achieved.
16. Adjust the rotation speed of the Rotator Yoke, see the Yoke Rotator Speed Control Valves section.

Excavator disassembly
To remove Vacuum Lifter from excavator, start with fully closing both Speed Control Valves and both Ball Valves.
Disassemble hydraulic lines between the Speed Control Valves and Ball Valves to minimize risk of hydraulic oil spill. There
will still be some oil leaking, use appropriate bucket to catch oil. Use Excavator Attachment guide shown above in reverse
order to disassemble Vacuum Lifter from excavator.
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Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) - Connection to Vacuum Lifter (VL)
Always ensure the correct Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment size is used for the pipe being lifted. The Vacuum Lifter
Pipe (VLP) attachment size designation identifies nominal pipe diameter that can be lifted.
See the "Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment size designation" in the Equipment Information Section, and the "VLP Load
Capacity/WLL" in the Load Capacity/WLL section of this manual.

Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP)
attachment size designation.
Identifies nominal pipe diameter
that can be lifted.
049-09-55-001A

1

049-44-55-002A

Inspect the Vacuum Pad Attachment Lugs (1) on the Vacuum Lifter (VL) to ensure they are not overly worn or out of round.

Use pad Transport Tubes to move
attachment pads into place below the
Vacuum Lifter (VL); use forklift or
slings of adequate capacity, refer to
the Load handling and Shipping
weight info. Use the Pad Stand Legs to
support the attachment pad on a firm,
stable surface.
049-08OP-002B

Use Transport
Tubes for moving
attachment pads
into place

049-08-55-001A
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Using the carrier vehicle's controls, lower the Vacuum Lifter (VL) towards the attachment pad, leaving enough room to be
able to access the vacuum-hose connection-fittings. Ensure the Vacuum Lifter (VL) and the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP)
attachment pads are adequately supported and braced so that they will not move or shift position while being worked on.

3

2

049-08-55-002A

049-08-55-003A

Connect the vacuum hose assembly to the Vacuum Lifter (VL) vacuum-fitting (2), the hose should already be connected to
the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pad vacuum-fitting (4), use a small amount of spray-lube to assist sliding the hose
over the barbed connection if necessary. Ensure both hose ends fully engage the complete length of the hose-barb fitting.
Ensure both ends are secured, tighten each end of the hose-connections securely with the worm-clamps (3).
Note: The pair pads have one hose-connection connection at the Vacuum Lifter (VL) (2) and two hose-connections at the
pads (4). The pair pad hose assembly has a Tee-connection with three worm clamps (3), ensure that these are also tight.
Pair Pad vacuum hose connections

2

4

049-05-05-009A

2

3

3

3

4
3

3

4

3

Teeconnection
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Single Pad vacuum hose connections

3
2,

2

4

4

3,

049-08-55-015A

049-08-55-004A

Note: The single pads have one hose-connection at the Vacuum Lifter (VL) (2), and one connection at the pad (4).
Line up the Vacuum Lifter (VL) pin bores (5) with the bores in the Attachment Lugs. Insert the Vacuum Pad Attachment
Pin (6) through each of the attachment lugs (7). Secure the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pins with the linch pin (8).
5

7
6
8
8
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Note: There are a minimum of two attachment lugs (3) per each attachment pad, always use all available attachment lugs (3)
to secure the pad to the Vacuum Lifter.

2

2

3

3

3

3
049-05-05-009A

Figure 30: Pair Pads VLP Attached to Vacuum Lifter VL (Always use two)

2

2

3

3
049-05-05-014A

Figure 31: Single Pad VLP Attached to Vacuum Lifter VL (use just one on each end)
Note: Always use Pair Pads in groups of two with the Vacuum Lifter centered between the two Pair Pads; never use just one
Pair Pad to lift a load.
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Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) - Removal from Vacuum Lifter (VL)
Use the Pad Stand Legs to support the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pad on a firm, stable surface. Ensure the
Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pads are adequately supported and braced so that they will not move or shift position
while being worked on.
Lower the Vacuum Lifter (VL) so that the VLP pad is supported by the stable surface and the attachment pins do not carry
any of the weight and are free to rotate. Ensure the Vacuum Lifter (VL) is adequately supported and braced so that they will
not move or shift position while the attachment pad is being removed.
Remove the linch pin (1) from the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pin (2).
Remove the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pin (2) from the attachment lugs
(3). Remove the remaining Vacuum Pad Attachment Pins (2). Once all
of the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pins have been removed, slowly raise
the Vacuum Lifter (VL) slightly to gain access to the vacuum hose
connections (3) if required. Remember, the vacuum hoses are still
connected so do not raise the unit too much or damage to the hoses
could result.

2

3

1

049-44-55-003A

Loosen the vacuum hose assembly worm-clamp (4) at the Vacuum Lifter (VL) fitting (5). Only remove the vacuum hose (3)
from the Vacuum Lifter (VL) (5), keep the hose secured to the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pad(s) (6). Once the
hose assembly is removed from the Vacuum Lifter (VL) (5), retighten the worm-clamp (4) to secure it back to the hose
assembly (3) so it does not get lost.
Single Pad vacuum hose connections

Pair Pad vacuum hose connections
5
3

3

6
6

5,

4

4,
Teeconnection

049-08-55-004A

6

049-08-55-007A

Note: Single pads have on one hose connection to the Vacuum Lifter (VL) and one connection to the attachment pad, it is
recommended to keep the hoses connected to the pad. Note: Pair pads have one connection to the Vacuum Lifter (VL), and
the two pads are connected to each other, it is recommended to keep the pair pads connected to each other at the job site.
Cover the exposed hose connections to prevent foreign objects, debris, or wildlife, etc., from getting into the vacuum hoses.
Move the Vacuum lifter out of the way, and insert the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pins (2) back into the Vacuum Lifter Pipe
(VLP) attachment pad(s); keep the pins with the pads. Insert the linch pin (1) into each of the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pins
(2) to secure the Vacuum Pad Attachment Pins back to the pads. The Vacuum Lifter (VL) can now be attached to another
pad. If the VL unit is not going to be connected to another attachment pad, cover the exposed fitting to prevent foreign
objects, debris, or wildlife, etc., from getting into the vacuum tank.
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Vacuum Lifter Operation
Ensure you are familiar with the operation of the carrier vehicle and its controls.
Start the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine, and ensure that the vacuum system is functioning, it may be necessary to prime the
Vacuum Valve, see the section below. Refer to Vacuum Pump
Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting in appendix if the
1
1
vacuum is not being created.
1
Raise the Vacuum Lifter (VL), and ensure that all of the Tank
Legs on the VL and the pad stand legs are raised to the stowed
position (1). Each VL has four legs, and each pad has four legs.

1
1

049-05-05-016A

Operate the Rotator Yoke, if fitted, to ensure the correct rotation direction with the carrier vehicle's controls. Correct if
necessary. Refer to the Excavator attachment above to reverse the direction if it is not correct.
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Prime Vacuum Valve
It may be necessary to prime the vacuum valve after starting the engine. Place the pad-attachment onto the load, see the
Working with a Load section of this manual. DO NOT lift the load. If a load is not available, use a piece of cardboard or a
clean rag to block the suction hole in the pad. Ensure that the cardboard or rag is large enough so that it will not be sucked
up into the hosing, always hold onto the cardboard or rag. Switch on the vacuum valve to prime the vacuum valve. Once the
vacuum level increase above approximately -10 inHg (-34 kPa), switch off the vacuum valve by turning the controller to
"release load" to remove the vacuum from the pad. If used, remove the rag or cardboard from the pad. Once the vacuum
level in the tank reaches -18 inHg (-61 kPa), the audible alarm will stop and the Amber Vacuum Status Beacon will stop
flashing while the Green Vacuum Status Beacon will flash. The vacuum level will continue to rise until it reaches to the
maximum obtainable level.
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Guide Wheel Adjustment Check
Ensure correct operation of the guide wheels (1). Slowly position the VLP pad over the pipe and slowly lower down onto the
pipe. Ensure that the guide wheels (1) contact the pipe before the pad seal (2), and that they begin to open and align the VLP
pad with the pipe. If they do not properly align the pad, adjust the guide wheels opening width accordingly with the
adjustment screw (3).

3

3

3

1

2
2
1
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049-55-55-010A

Adequate Level Vacuum Check
DO NOT lift a load. Conduct a test on a pipe to ensure and confirm that the adequate vacuum level can be achieved prior to
beginning work. With the pad lowered onto the pipe, engage the vacuum. Observe the vacuum gauge on the pad (1) to
determine the maximum vacuum that can be developed at the pad. This is the vacuum value that must be used to determine
the maximum working load limit (WLL) (2) that can be safely lifted and supported by the pad. See the Load Capacity/WLL
section in this manual. The vacuum level at the pad should equalize to be the same as the vacuum level in the Vacuum Lifter
(VL) (3). If vacuum levels are not equal, this could be due to leaks. Check for leaks, including the pad seal. Never attempt to
lift a load that requires a higher vacuum level than can be achieved at the pad. When the Vacuum Gauge (1) indicates a
vacuum level in the yellow zone, do not exceed the loading shown by the graph-line load, refer to the VLP Load
Capacity/WLL section in this manual.
1

1
3
2
2
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Working with a Load
Always keep the area clear of people. Never lift a load when someone is in the work area. Never lift a load over people.
Slowly lower the pad onto the load, this will allow the guide wheels to work properly to help align the pad with the pipe.
Always place the Vacuum Lifter and the pad or pads on the pipe so it is balanced and centered on the load, mark the center
of the pipe to help.
The vacuum level may drop when connecting the pad to the load, it may be necessary to wait a few moments for the vacuum
level to rise back to the adequate level to pick up the load. Always ensure that the adequate vacuum is achieved at the pad to
lift the load before picking the load up from the supporting surface. Refer to the Vacuum Indicators (Audible and Visual)
section of this manual.
Always lift, rotate and move the load slowly. Slower operation will reduce the chance of the seal coming out of the pad, and
decrease the possibility of leaks, and increase productivity.
It is better to operate Vacuum Lifter with Engine Operator Controls facing the operator, this ensures that all information
such as fuel level, etc., is clearly visible at all times.

Keep the load balanced. Lift
the load near the center

049-05-05-024A

Rotate the
load slowly

Do not lift the load
off center.
049-05-05-031A
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Always keep the load as low as possible, never lift it higher than required to carry out the job. Always keep the load low
when traveling with a load.
Be aware of overhead power lines, always keep a lookout for overhead power lines. Be aware of obstacles, keep a lookout
for obstacles, especially when rotating the load or travelling with a load.

Never lift it higher
than needed
Keep the
load low
049-05-05-030A

049-05-05-028A

Watch for overhead power lines!

Watch for
obstacles!
049-05-05-029A

Always lower the load all the way down to the supporting surface or truck, etc. Never release the vacuum before the load is
all the way down. Do not drop the load from a height.
Always allow enough time for the vacuum to switch off at the pad to fully release the load, use the pad-gauge to determine
when the vacuum is gone at the pad. Several seconds may be required to remove the vacuum depending on the size of the
attachment pad.
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Draining the Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank
At the end of each workday, ensure the vacuum from the tank is removed (drained).
1. With the attachment pad not supporting, and clear of any load, ensure that the Vacuum Lifter (VL) Engine
Stop/Run/Start Switch is at RUN. Note: it is not necessary for the engine to be running at this stage.
2. Operate the controller to "Pick up/Support load".
3. The sound of the tank draining will be heard at the beginning, but will become more quiet as the vacuum drains
out of the tank.
4. Turn of the Stop/Run/Start Switch to STOP, and turn the Battery Disconnect to off. The tank will continue to
drain until the entire vacuum is gone.
5. Once the vacuum is completely drained, the tank gauges should both be showing 0 inHg (0 kPa). Replace any
gauge that is not showing 0 inHg (0 kPa).

Manual Load Release
If the Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver or the Wired Controller
becomes unusable, the load can be released with Manual Valve Actuator
(1). The Manual Valve Actuator is not intended to be used for regular
operation - it should be used when the other controllers do not respond,
and only when the load is safely supported on the ground. Nver use the
Manual Valve Actuator to release a suspended load.

Operationg the Manual Valve Actuator will release the load
immediately. Always use extreme caution when operting, make sure
that load is fully supported on the ground, is braced and supported
against rolling.

1

2

Manual Valve Actuator (1) is located on the Vacuum Valve Pilot (2), on
operator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL).
To operate Manual Valve Actuator (1) press Actuator knob (1) and turn 90
degrees clockwise. Actuator knob will lock in vertical position.

049-55-63-020A

When Manual Valve Actuator knob is locked in vertical position, the
valve can no longer be actuacted electronically. Push and turn Manual vavle Actuator knob 90 degrees counterclockwise to
unlock it. Actuator Vavle knob will lock in horizontal position, and electrical operation is restored. Determine the cause of
the Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver or the Wired Controller inoperation before using the Vacuum Lifter.

049-08OP-002B
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Machine Parking
Always place the pad firmly on a pipe (1), or the tank legs (2) to support the Vacuum Lifter (VL) and excavator sick-boom.
DO NOT use the pad legs (3). Ensure the unit is resting on a hard, stable surface capable of supporting the weight. When
storing the unit on a pipe (1), tilt the unit slightly away from the excavator to stop the unit from falling if the hydraulics
bleed off due to internal leaks in the excavator system.

1
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2

3

2
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Drain the vacuum as per the steps in Draining the Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank.
Turn the Vacuum Lifter (VL) wireless remote off (if in use), STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery
Disconnect to OFF. Refer to the Operator Controls section of this manual.
Make sure all guards are in place, and locked if required.
Refer to the host-carrier vehicle’s Operation and Maintenance Manual for specific machine parking instructions. Follow the
host-carrier vehicle’s parking instructions.
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Transportation Information
1.

Transport the Vacuum Lifter (VL) without any attachment-pads—Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP), etc.—connected.

2.

Secure the attachment pins to the attachment-pads, not to the Vacuum Lifter (VL).

3.

Ensure all open fittings and hose-ends are covered and blocked off.

Obey all jurisdictional transportation laws that apply. Refer to the Vacuum Lifter (VL) Weight and to the Pad Weight - Load
handling and Shipping Weight section of this manual for weight and dimension considerations.

Maintenance and Lubrication Section
Unless otherwise instructed, all maintenance work must be performed with the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine switched off and
with the Battery Disconnect turned to the OFF position. Refer to the Operator Controls section of this manual. Make sure
the Vacuum Lifter is properly parked, see section Machine Parking in this manual. If using host-carrier vehicle, it must be
turned off and parked properly, refer to the hoisting/host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance Manual.

Lubricant Viscosities
General
x
x

Follow Host-carrier-vehicle manufacture's maintenance and lubrication instructions for vehicle service as required.
To prevent corrosion damage to the slewing drive interior, if not used regularly, rotate the slewing canopy between its
limits of travel several times at least once a month.

Selecting the Viscosity
The proper lubricant viscosity grade is determined by the minimum outside temperature. This is the temperature when the
machine is started and when the machine is operated. In order to determine the proper lubricant viscosity grade, refer to the
"Min" column in the table. This information reflects the coldest ambient temperature condition for starting a cold machine
and for operating a cold machine. Refer to the "Max" column in the table in order to select the oil viscosity grade for
operating the machine at the highest temperature that is anticipated.

Lubricant Viscosities for Ambient Temperatures
Compartment or
System

Grease Spec

Vacuum Pump System
Hydraulic System
Gearbox

Lubricant Viscosities for Ambient Temperatures
Oil
Oil Type and Classification
Viscosities
Mobil Mobilux EP 2
Caterpillar Ultra 5Molly NGLI #0
Caterpillar Ultra 5Molly NGLI #1
Caterpillar Ultra 5Molly NGLI #2
Caterpillar Arctic Platinum NGLI #0
SEE BELOW: VACUUM PUMP OIL FOR
LOW TEMPERATURE
Follow Host-carrier-vehicle's Requirements
Mobil SHC634 Synthetic

°C

°F

Min
-40
-40
-35
-30
-40

Max
50
35
40
50
20

Min
-40
-40
-31
-22
-40

Max
122
95
104
122
68

-34

107

-30

225

API CF-4/SG ACEA E2,B2 MIL-L46152
D/E

Engine System

API SJ/CF

MIL-L-46152 D/E

Table 2: Lubricant viscosities for ambient temperature

Capacities (Refill)
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Compartment
or System
Fuel Tank

4.75 gal

18 l

Engine oil
Vacuum pump
oil

1.7 quarts

1.6 l

1.06 quarts

1.0 l

Gearbox oil

0.344 quart

0.325 l

Table 3: Fluid refill capacities

Vacuum pump oil for low temperature:
R580, temperature range: +5°C to +12°C (41°F to 54°F)
R530, temperature range: +12°C to +32°C (90°F to 104°F)
R570, temperature range: +32°C to + 40°C (90°F to 104°F)
R590, temperature range: +32°C to +40°C (90°F to 104°F)
30w non-detergent, temperature range: -7C 38C (20F to 100F)
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Maintenance Interval Schedule (MIS)
Ensure that all safety information, warnings, and instructions are read and understood before any operation or any
maintenance procedures are performed. The user is responsible for the performance of maintenance, including all
adjustments, the use of proper lubricants, fluids, filters, and the replacement of components due to normal wear and aging.
Failure to adhere to proper maintenance intervals and procedures may result in diminished performance of the product
and/or accelerated wear of components. Use service hours, or calendar time, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST, in order to
determine the maintenance intervals. Products that operate in severe operating conditions may require more frequent
maintenance.

Service Intervals
Note: Before each consecutive interval is performed, all maintenance from the previous interval must be performed.
Perform the following servicing at EVERY interval they occur; for example, the 10 hour and 50 hour service are also
performed at the 200 hour interval, etc.

Every 10 Service Hours or Daily

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Diesel Fuel Filter - Check
Vacuum Engine Fuel Level - Check
Vacuum Engine Oil - Check
Vacuum Engine Air Cleaner - Check
Vacuum Pump Oil - Check
Vacuum Filters - Check
Yoke Pin - Lubricate
Guide Wheels - Check
Operation Controls and Alarm System - Check
Host-carrier-vehicle Hydraulic System Oil Level – Check
Hydraulic Hoses and fittings for leaks – Check
Vacuum Hoses and fittings for leaks – Check
Electrical cables for signs of damage to insulation - Check, replace if damaged
Lift Test - Perform
Yoke Bumpers - Check

Every 25 Service Hours or Bi-Weekly
x

Rotator Hydraulic Drive (VL10): check for external cracks, wear, corrosion and functional safety. Screw connections:
check, tighten if necessary. Pinned joints and safety parts: check, tighten or replace if necessary.

Initial 50 Service Hours
x
x

Vacuum Engine Oil - Change
Vacuum Engine Oil Filter - Replace

Every 50 Service Hours or 1 Week

x
x

Vacuum Pump for oil leaks - Check
Rotator Hydraulic Drive (VL12, VL16) screw connections - Check, tighten if necessary.

Every 150 Service Hours or 1 Month
x

Vacuum Pump Exhaust Filter - Check

Every 250 Service Hours or 2 Months (Every 150 Service Hours or 1 Month if used in dusty
conditions)
x
x

Vacuum Engine Oil - Change
Vacuum Engine Oil Filter - Replace

Every 6 Months
x

x

Vacuum Pump - Clean housing, fans, ventilation grills and cooling fins. Refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance
and Troubleshooting in the appendix
Pinned Joints - Check, replace or repair if necessary
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Every 500 Service Hours
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Diesel Fuel Filter – Replace
Vacuum Engine Air Cleaner - Replace
Vacuum Engine Fuel Filter – Replace
Vacuum Engine Internal Oil Filter – Clean or Replace
Vacuum Engine Cooling Fins - Clean
Vacuum Pump Oil and Oil Filter - Change
Vacuum Pump Float Valve – Check
Vacuum Filters - Replace
Rotator Hydraulic Drive (VL10) - Inspect according to regional safety and health regulations.

Every 1000 Service Hours or 1 Year
x

x
x
x
x

Vacuum Pump Exhaust Filter - Replace. Refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting in the
appendix
Vacuum Pump Inlet Screen - Check, clean if necessary. Refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and
Troubleshooting in the appendix
Rotator Hydraulic Drive (VL10) Seals - Replace.
Rotator Hydraulic Drive (VL12, VL16) check for: cracks, wear, corrosion and functional safety BGR 500 / part 1,
chapter 2.8, section 3.15.2.
Rotator Hydraulic Drive mounting screw connections - Check, tighten if necessary

Initial 1500 Service Hours
x Gearbox Oil - Change

Every 5000 Service Hours
x Gearbox Oil - Change
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Diesel Fuel Filter - Check
Before working with Diesel Fuel Filter STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer
to the Operator Controls section of this manual.

1

049-05-05-014A

1.

Locate Fuel Filter (1) inside Vacuum Lifter (VL) on non-operator side between Diesel Engine and Vacuum Pump.

2.

Check Fuel Filter (1) for water inside. Water is heavier than diesel fuel and will settle to the bottom of the Bowl (2)
and appear different in color. The Fuel Filter Bowl (2) must be drained before contaminants reach the bottom of the
white Filter Element (3).

1

3

2

049-50-50-015A

3.
4.

If contaminants are below the bottom of the Filter Element (3), Fuel Filter does not have to be drained, otherwise
continue to next steps.
Shut off fuel Supply Line (4) with hand operated Valve (5). Yellow lever must be positioned horizontally.

5

4
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5.

Prepare container for diesel fuel and separate Fuel Filter Drain Hose (6) from other hoses on non-operator side of
Vacuum Lifter. Make sure Fuel Filter Drain Hose (6) can freely rotate and the end of hose is in container for diesel
fuel. Prepare clean rug, small amount of fuel may leak during draining Fuel Filter. Note: drain screw is self venting
so fuel will start flowing immediately.

7

6

6
049-50-50-017A

6.
7.
8.

Quickly fully unscrew black Drain Screw (7) in the bottom of the Bowl (2), do not stop half way! Be prepared for
small amount of fuel that may leak during opening Drain Screw (7).
Drain Fuel Filter (1) until all water is gone from the Bowl (2). Fully close black Drain Screw (7).
Loosen Vent Plug (8) on top of the Fuel Filter and slowly open hand operated Valve (5) on the Fuel Supply Line
(4). Diesel fuel will start flowing inside the Fuel Filter. Completely fill Fuel Filter with diesel, some fuel may spill
through Vent Plug (8).

8

049-50-50-018A

9.

Close hand operated Valve (5) on fuel Supply Line (4) and close Vent Plug (8). Ensure Fuel Filter is topped with
diesel.
10. Fully open hand operated Valve (5) on the Supply Line (4), Turn the Battery Disconnect to ON, start the engine and
check for leaks. Correct as necessary with the Engine and Battery Disconnect OFF.
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Diesel Fuel Filter - Replace
Before working with Diesel Fuel Filter STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer
to the Operator Controls section of this manual.

1

049-05-05-014A

1.

Locate Fuel Filter (1) inside Vacuum Lifter (VL) on non-operator side between Diesel Engine and Vacuum Pump.

2.

Check Fuel Filter (1) for water inside. Water is heavier than diesel fuel and will settle to the bottom of the Bowl (2)
and appear different in color. The Fuel Filter Bowl (2) must be drained before contaminants reach the bottom of the
white Filter Element (3).

1

3

2

049-50-50-015A

3.
4.

If contaminants are below the bottom of the Filter Element (3), Fuel Filter does not have to be drained, otherwise
continue to next steps.
Shut off fuel Supply Line (4) with hand operated Valve (5). Yellow lever must be positioned horizontally.

5

4
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5.

Prepare container for diesel fuel and separate Fuel Filter Drain Hose (6) from other hoses on non-operator side of
Vacuum Lifter. Make sure Fuel Filter Drain Hose (6) can freely rotate and the end of hose is in container for diesel
fuel. Prepare clean rug, small amount of fuel may leak during draining Fuel Filter. Note: drain screw is self venting
so fuel will start flowing immediately.

7

6

6
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Quickly fully unscrew black Drain Screw (7) in the bottom of the Bowl (2), do not stop half way! Be prepared for
small amount of fuel that may leak during opening Drain Screw (7).
Drain Fuel Filter (1) until all water and diesel are gone from the Bowl (2). Fully close black Drain Screw (7).
Unscrew the Element (3) and Bowl (2) off together from Fuel Filter housing.
Remove the Bowl (2) from Element (3) and clean the O-ring gland.
Retain Bowl (2) and replace Element (3) with a new one.
Ensure all seals are not damaged, replace if necessary. Apply a coating of clean fuel or motor oil to the Bowl Oring and new O-ring of Element.
Spin the Bowl onto new Element snugly by hand only and then spin them both onto the filter head snugly by hand
only. Do not use tools.
Loosen Vent Plug (8) on top of the Fuel Filter and slowly open hand operated Valve (5) on the Fuel Supply Line
(4). Diesel fuel will start flowing inside the Fuel Filter. Completely fill Fuel Filter with diesel, some fuel may spill
through Vent Plug (8).

8

049-50-50-018A

14. Close hand operated Valve (5) on fuel Supply Line (4) and close Vent Plug (8). Ensure Fuel Filter is topped with
diesel.
15. Fully open hand operated Valve (5) on the Supply Line (4), Turn the Battery Disconnect to ON, start the engine and
check for leaks. Correct as necessary with the Engine and Battery Disconnect OFF.
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Gearbox Oil - Change
Before working with Vacuum Pump STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer to
the Operator Controls section of this manual. Gearbox (1) is located between the Vacuum Lifter Engine and Vacuum Pump
and is accessible from non-operator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL). Gearbox oil change should be preferably performed
while warm.
1. Put a drain tray under the Drain Plug (2) (bottom plug).
2. Unscrew Vented Filler Plug (3) (top plug) and then unscrew the Drain Plug (2) to drain the old oil.
3. When the oil stream dwindles, close the Drain Plug (2) and unscrew Level Plug (4) (side plug).
4. Add new oil through opening after removed Vented Filler Plug (3) until oil level reaches bottom of Level Plug (4).
5. Securely close all three plugs. Make sure that Vented Plug is screwed in on the upper most position.

3

1
4
049-50-50-010A

2
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Guide Wheels - Check
Check Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment Guide Wheels for any damage.
Ensure free rotation of Wheels (1) and that the Guide Wheels pivot freely on
Guide Wheels Holders (2). Check that all four lynch pins (3) are present and
securely attached. Never use Guide Wheels if any damage is present: they can
prevent the VLP attachment from proper vacuum creation, and/or damage to the
pipe surface can occur.

3

2
3

1

1
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Lift Test - Perform
A pad attachment and a proper size load are needed for following test. This procedure could result in the sudden and
unexpected dropping of the load. Ensure area is clear of all personnel, and the surface below load is adequate for sudden and
unexpected load drop.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Maximum
Obtainable
Vacuum
level
Allowable
drop
7.
8.
9.

Check if all vacuum gauges on attachment pad are showing 0 inHg (0 kPa). Replace any pad-gauge that is not
showing 0 inHg (0 kPa).
Position Vacuum Lifter with attachment pad on the load. Start the engine, if not already running, and apply vacuum
to the load. Do not lift the load.
Once the maximum obtainable vacuum level has been reached, shut the engine off by turning the Vacuum Lifter
(VL) engine Stop/Run/Start Switch to STOP. All vacuum gauges on Vacuum Lifter and attachment pads should
read approximately the same vacuum level.
Ensure there are no leaks in vacuum tank, vacuum connection equipment, or attachment pad(s).
Return to the host carrier's cab. Keep well away from the load. Slowly and carefully lift the load not more than 6inch (15 cm) above the ground. Make sure load is not touching the ground.
Support the load for at least 4 minutes. Watch Vacuum Lifter attachment gauge. Vacuum level drop must not
exceed 10% during the 4-minute test time. Use table below to check maximum allowable vacuum drop for different
vacuum levels.
-inHg
(-kPa)

29
(98)

28
(95)

27
(91)

26
(88)

25
(85)

24
(81)

23
(78)

22
(75)

21
(71)

20
(68)

19
(64)

18
(61)

17
(58)

16
(54)

15
(51)

-inHg
(-kPa)

2.9
(9.8)

2.8
(9.5)

2.7
(9.1)

2.6
(8.8)

2.5
(8.5)

2.4
(8.1)

2.3
(7.8)

2.2
(7.5)

2.1
(7.1)

2.0
(6.8)

1.9
(6.4)

1.8
(6.1)

1.7
(5.8)

1.6
(5.4)

1.5
(5.1)

Test Rotator Hydraulic Drive for proper operation and functional safety, make sure there are no strange rotational
behaviors such as lack of braking capability.
Slowly lower the load on the ground after test.
If vacuum drop exceeded 10% during test time or if load was dropped inspect vacuum lifter equipment and
attachment pad(s). Lower the load, and check the unit for leaks, etc. Repair as required, retest the unit. Repeat as
required until the problem is resolved. Do not work with equipment that does not pass this test.

Operation Controls and Alarm System - Check
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

With the tank drained, and the pads not on any load, ensure all gauges are showing 0 inHg (0 kPa). If there is any
vacuum in the tank, refer to the Draining the Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank section in this manual to release the vacuum.
Replace any gauge that is not showing 0 inHg (0 kPa) after vacuum is released.
Start the Vacuum Lifter engine to build vacuum in the tank, see section Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch. See Prime
Vacuum Valve section of this manual if the vacuum level does not begin to build.
Audible alarm will sound and Amber Vacuum Status Beacon will be flashing until vacuum level reaches
approximately -18 inHg (-61 kPa). When the vacuum level increases above -18 inHg (-61 kPa), the audible alarm
will stop and the Amber Vacuum Status Beacon will stop flashing, while the Green Vacuum Status Beacon will
flash.
Make sure attachment pad is not on load and vacuum inlet is not blocked. Switch the controller to "Pick up/Support
load" position to allow the vacuum level to fall.
Once vacuum level falls below -15 inHg (-51 kPa), the Green Vacuum Status Beacon will stop flashing, the Amber
Vacuum Status Beacon will be flashing and Audible alarm will begin to sound.
Switch the controller to "Release load" position before reaching -10 inHg (-30 kPa) to allow the vacuum will to
build up in the vacuum tank for Lift Test (if applicable).
Never start working with Vacuum Lifter if any of safety devices are not working or the Wireless Remote
Transmitter or the Wired Controller are not working properly. Contact Vanguard for troubleshooting assistance.
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Pinned Joints - Check, replace or repair if necessary
Before attempting to check pinned joint parts make sure that all components are adequately and fully supported and machine
is properly parked and supported.
1. Remove top Yoke Pin (1) and check for wear, cracks, deformation and other damage. Replace if necessary.
2. Remove top Yoke Bushings (2) (if present) from Yoke Attachment Lugs (3) and check for wear, cracks,
deformation and other damage. Replace if necessary.
3. Inspect the Yoke Attachment Lugs (3) on the Rotator Yoke to ensure they are not overly worn or out of round.
Repair or contact Vanguard or your dealer if wear exceeds 1/8 in (3 mm) over nominal bore diameter of 3.95 in
(100.3 mm).
4. Reassemble top Yoke Pin (1) and top Yoke Bushings (2) (if required) back in the unit. Refer to Excavator
attachment section in this manual.
5. Remove Yoke Pin (4) by unscrewing Nut (5) on the side of yoke with hydraulic hoses. Check pin for wear, cracks,
deformation and other damage. Replace pin if necessary. Check rotator bore diameters:
a. For VL10 unit: with yoke pin removed check wear in rotator head bores to ensure they are not overly worn
or out of round. Replace rotator head if bore diameter exceeds 1.7946 in (45.5 mm).
b. For VL12 and VL16 units: with yoke pin removed check bores in Rotator Yoke Base (6) to ensure they
are not overly worn or out of round. Replace Rotator Yoke Base (6) if bore diameter exceeds 1.90 in (48.0
mm). See section Rotator Hydraulic Drive Mounting Screw Connections in this manual for bolts torque.
6. Reassemble Yoke Pin (4). Pay special attention to direction of Yoke Pin. The Yoke Pin Nut (5) shall be on side of
yoke with hydraulic hoses and flat surface on pin collar should seat properly on step under bore on the other side.
Tighten Yoke Pin Nut (5) to 550 Nm (405 Lb-ft).
7. Remove Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pins (7) and check for wear, cracks, deformation and other damage.
Refer to Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) - Removal from Vacuum Lifter (VL) section in this manual. Replace if
necessary.
8. Inspect the Vacuum Pad Attachment Lugs (8) on the Vacuum Lifter (VL) to ensure they are not overly worn or out
of round. Repair or contact Vanguard or your dealer if wear exceeds 1/8 in (3 mm) over nominal bore diameter of
2.125 in (54 mm).
9. Inspect the Pad Attachment Lugs (9) on the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment to ensure they are not overly
worn or out of round. Repair or contact Vanguard or your dealer if wear exceeds 1/8 in (3 mm) over nominal bore
diameter of 2.125 in (54 mm) for pair pad or 2.0 in (50.8 mm) for single pad.
10. Reassemble Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pins (7) refer to Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) - Connection to
Vacuum Lifter (VL) section in this manual.
1

2
5
3
4
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9

6
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7
8
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Rotator Hydraulic Drive (VL10): check for external cracks, wear, corrosion and functional
safety. Screw connections: check, tighten if necessary. Pinned joints and safety parts: check,
tighten or replace if necessary.
Before attempting to check Rotator Hydraulic Drive make sure that Vacuum Lifter (VL) yoke is adequately and fully
supported, and machine is properly parked and supported.
Check pinned connection for abnormal play. If there is play, remove pin and check wear as described below:
1. Remove yoke pin (1) by unscrewing nut (2) on the side of yoke with hydraulic hoses. Check yoke pin (1) for wear,
cracks, deformation and other damage. Replace if necessary.
2. With yoke pin removed check wear in rotator head bores as per instructions in Pinned Joints - Check, replace or
repair if necessary section in this manual.
3. Check two bushings inside yoke base (3) for wear, cracks, deformation and other damage. Replace if wear exceeds
1/8 in (3 mm) over nominal bushing diameter of 1.776 in (45.1 mm).
4. Reassemble yoke pin (1). Pay special attention to direction of yoke pin. The Yoke Pin Nut (2) shall be on side of
yoke with hydraulic hoses and flat surface on pin collar should seat properly on step under bore on the other side.
Tighten yoke pin nut (2) to 550 Nm (405 Lb-ft).

3

2

1
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Rotator Hydraulic Drive Mounting Screw Connections - Check, tighten if necessary
To compensate for possible settling, it is necessary to retighten the bolts to the prescribed torque. This shall be done without
an external load applied to the bolt connection, so make sure that machine is properly parked.
Inspection: The following procedure is to be used only as an indication that minimum assembly requirements have been
achieved or maintained.
1. Start at one bolt at Lower Bolts (1) and work around the bolt circle to check all bolts. For VL12 and VL16 only:
check also Upper Bolts (2).
2. Apply the static inspection torque in the tightening direction.
3. The fastener shall not move when the static inspection torque is applied.
4. In case of loose bolts, replace all bolts and washers (if necessary) with new ones.
Installation: The following procedure is to be used only for reinstallation of the Rotator Hydraulic Drive mounting bolts.
1. When replacing or reassembling bolts, apply removable strength Thread Lock, Loctite Blue 242, or equivalent to
the bolt threads.
2. Preload the bolts crosswise. See the general pattern in sketch below of how bolts get torque in crosswise sequence.
3. Do the crosswise torqueing of all bolts to 30% of installation torque. Then repeat crosswise torque to 80% of
installation torque. Finally, crosswise torque to 100% of the installation torque as noted. Repeat for all bolts.
4. Once the bolt is tightened, permanently mark the position of the bolt head to that of the stationary structure. This
will be used later during inspection to be sure the bolt head has not unwound.

Lower bolts (1)

049-05-05-001B

VL10 BOLT TORQUES
Static inspection torque: Lower bolts (1) = 320 Nm (235 Lb-ft)
Installation torque: Lower bolts (1) = 380 Nm (280 Lb-ft)

Upper bolts (2)

049-05-05-12A

To reinstall bolts (1)
and (2), tighten in a
crosswise pattern
(typical, for reference
only)

049-08OP-002B

Lower bolts (1)
049-42-60-004A

VL12, VL16 BOLT TORQUES
Static inspection torque: Lower bolts (1) = 320 Nm (235 Lb-ft),
Upper bolts (2) = 367 Nm (270 Lb-ft)
Installation torque: Lower bolts (1) = 380 Nm (280 Lb-ft), Upper
bolts (2) = 412 Nm (304 Lb-ft)
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Vacuum Engine Air Cleaner – Check or Replace
Before working with Vacuum Engine STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer
to the Operator Controls section of this manual. Make sure Engine is level and cool. Refer to Engine Manual in the
appendix for detailed procedure on Air Cleaner maintenance.

Vacuum Engine Cooling Fins - Clean
Note: Engine in the Vacuum Lifter (VL) is not equipped with tank on engine therefore there is no need to remove engine
tank and fuel lines before attempting to clean cooling fins. Refer to Engine Manual in the appendix for detailed procedure on
Cooling Fins cleaning.

Vacuum Engine Fuel Filter - Replace
Shut off fuel Supply Line (1) with hand operated Valve (2) before replacing Engine Fuel Filter (3). Yellow lever must be
closed (positioned horizontally). This will keep amount of fuel drain to minimum. Engine Fuel Filter (3) is located on nonoperator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL). Refer to Engine Manual in the appendix for detailed procedure on Fuel Filter
change. Open fuel Supply Line (1) with hand operated Valve (2) after changing Engine Fuel Filter.

2
1

3
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Vacuum Engine Fuel Level - Check
Check diesel fuel level in Fuel Level Gauge (1) on operator side of Vacuum Lifter, when unit is level. Always keep fuel
level between the BLACK FULL (2) line and the RED EMPTY (3) line on Fuel Level Gauge (1). Do not overfill. Add
diesel fuel as needed through Diesel Fuel Fill (4) on top of Vacuum Lifter. Fuel tank capacity is approximately 18 liters
(4.75 gal). Avoid spilling fuel onto the pad seal as this may cause premature failure of the seal. Clean up all spills
immediately; follow local environmental spill response requirements.

4

2

1
3

4
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Vacuum Engine Oil - Change
Vacuum Engine is equipped with hand operated hand operated Valve (1) on
non-operator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL) for draining the oil. Use Side
Oil Fill (2) above hand operated Valve (1) to refill new oil. Refer to Engine
Manual in the appendix for detailed procedure on Engine Oil change.

2

1
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Vacuum Engine Oil - Check
Before working with Vacuum Engine STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer
to the Operator Controls section of this manual. Make sure Engine is level and cool so oil has time to drain into sump.
1. Locate Diesel Engine on non-operator side of (VL) Vacuum Lifter

049-50-50-010A

2.

Remove Dipstick (1) and read oil level.

1
2

049-50-50-007A

3.
4.
5.
6.

Oil level trace on Dipstick must be between MAX (3) and MIN (4) mark.
Add oil if necessary through Oil Fill. Do not overfill. See Lubricant Viscosities for Ambient Temperatures for oil
information.
After adding oil clean and reinstall Dipstick, remove it and read oil level again.
If oil level trace on Dipstick is between MAX and MIN, reinstall dipstick correctly.

4

3
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Vacuum Engine Internal Oil Filter – Clean or Replace
Engine Oil Filter is located on non-operator side of the Vacuum Lifter
(VL). Drain oil from the engine, see Vacuum Engine Oil - Change
section in this manual. Even when engine oil is fully drained from the
engine, there will still be some oil left, use a proper container to catch
remaining oil. Remove and retain metal tab with oil hoses (1) by
unscrewing two hex socket head bolts (2). Replace or clean in solvent
metal mesh filter.

2
1

2
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Vacuum Engine Oil Filter - Replace
Engine Oil Filter is located on non-operator side of the Vacuum Lifter
(VL) between the Engine and the Vacuum pump. It is an automotive
style oil filter. Drain oil from the engine, see Vacuum Engine Oil Change section in this manual, before unscrewing Engine Oil Filter
(1). Even when engine oil is fully drained from the engine, there will
still be some oil left in the filter, use a proper container to catch
remaining oil. Unscrew old engine oil filter. Lubricate gasket in new
filter with fresh engine oil and screw in new oil filter. Refill the
engine with fresh oil, see Vacuum Engine Oil - Change section in this
manual.

1
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Vacuum Filters – Check or Replace
Before removing any Vacuum Filter cover, make sure there is no vacuum in tank. All Vacuum Gauges must read 0 inHg.
See Draining the Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank section in this manual. STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery
Disconnect to OFF. Refer to the Operator Controls section of this manual. Keeping all filters clean will significantly extend
life of other vacuum elements and reduce brake-down time.

3

4
2
1
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Vacuum Pre-Filter check or replace
1. Locate Vacuum Pre-Filter on the operator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL). See Equipment Information Section for
detailed placement of Pre-Filter.
2. Check bottom of Transparent Bowl (1) for any dust or debris. Inspect Filter Element (2) for excessive dust and dirt,
damage, or deterioration. Do not reuse the Filter Element (2) if any damage or deterioration has occurred. Replace
with a new element. Visually check Seal (3) for any damage.
3. If Transparent Bowl (1) is empty, and the Filter Element (2) is clean and does not have any damage, and the Seal
(3) is undamaged, Vacuum Pre-Filter can be used without disassembly. Otherwise disassemble as below.
4. To remove Transparent Bowl (1) unclick two Retainers (4) and carefully slide Transparent Bowl down. Clean
Transparent Bowl of any dust, debris, etc.
5. Remove Bolt (5) under Filter Element (2) and slide Filter Element down. Make sure Seal (6) on bolt is not
damaged. Replace if necessary.

6
2
5
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6.

Inspect Seals (7) and (8) on Casting (9) against any damage. Replace any damaged seal.

8
9
7

2
049-50-50-037A

7.
8.
9.

049-50-50-038A

The Filter Element (2) may be washed in warm soapy water, vacuumed or gently blown out. The element should be
dry before reinstallation. Do not clean the element more than three times. Replace the element after a maximum of
three cleanings. Inspect the element for damage, replace with new a new element if damaged, torn, or clogged.
Slide the cleaned or new Filter Element onto Casting (9) and secure with Bolt (5). Make sure all Seals are properly
seated in place. Tighten to snug-fit, do not over tighten.
Slide Transparent Bowl (1) and reattach two Retainers (4) onto Casting (9). Make sure Seal (7) is properly seated
against Transparent Bowl and Bowl is securely attached to casting head.

Vacuum Filters check or replace
1. Locate the three Vacuum Filters (1). One filter is on operator side, two are on non-operator side.

1
1

1
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2.

049-50-50-010B

Remove and retain Front Cover (2) by opening three Retainers (3). Be careful, as the Filter Element inside is not
retained and may fall out.

3
2
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3.

4.

Carefully remove the Filter Element (4). Inspect Filter Element for excessive dust and dirt, damage or deterioration.
Do not reuse the Filter Element if clogged or any damage or deterioration has occurred. Do not wash, replace with a
new element.
Inspect two outer-Seals (5) and (6) on Front Cover (2) and one inner-Seal (7) on Filter Housing (8) for any damage.
If any seal is damaged, replace.

2

7

6
8
5
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5.

049-55-55-009A

Replace Filter Element (4) inside Filter Housing (8). Make sure Filter Element (4) is properly seated on Seal (7).
Close Front Cover (2) and reattach three Retainers (3) in place.

4
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Vacuum Pump Exhaust Filter - Check
Vacuum Pump Pressure Gauge (1) is located on the back of the Vacuum Pump
on operator side of the Vacuum Lifter (VL). Start the Vacuum Lifter Engine,
see section Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch in this manual. Make sure suction
hole in the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) Attachment pad is not covered, so
vacuum is NOT building up in the tank. If vacuum is building up in the tank,
switch vacuum valve into "Pick up/Support load" position, see section Wireless
Remote Transmitter in this manual. Check that the reading on the Pressure
Gauge (1) is in the green field. If reading on the Pressure Gauge (1) is on the
red field, refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting in
the appendix.

1
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Vacuum Pump Float Valve - Check
Before attempting to check Vacuum Pump Float Valve, refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting
in the appendix for pump schematic showing the parts location as referenced below.
1. Remove 90 degrees elbow in pump gas discharge (d) exhaust.
2. Remove the gas discharge (d) exhaust cover above the float valve (j, 200).
3. Remove oil from the floater chamber with the aid of a suction hose or a wash bottle.
4. Undo the screws and remove the axial flow fan cover (f).
Note: while undoing the banjo fitting, of the oil return line (j), a small amount of oil will leak out, keep a cleaning rag ready.
Be careful not to lose the sealing rings of the banjo fitting.
5. Undo the banjo fitting of the oil return line (j) from the oil separator (n) and bend the oil return line a little bit aside.
6. It may be necessary to remove vacuum pump pressure gauge from oil fill plug (k) to undo the two screws of the
flange of the float valve (j, 200) and pull the float valve out of separator (n), Check the cleanliness and function of
the float valve (j, 200), blow out with compressed air, if necessary.
7. Make sure that o-ring on the flange of the float valve (j, 200) is in place and undamaged, replace with a new o-ring,
if necessary.
8. Insert the float valve (j, 200) in the proper orientation in the oil separator (n) and fasten it with two screws and lock
washers.
9. Connect the banjo fitting of the oil return line (j) to the oil separator (n) with the hollow-core screw and two seal
rings.
10. Fasten the fan cover (f) to the vacuum pump with the screws.
If the exhaust filters (o, 120) are replaced with new, refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting in the
appendix. Only if the exhaust filters (o, 120) are not meant to be changed, too:
1. Make sure that the seal (141) under the gas discharge (d) exhaust cover is clean and undamaged, if necessary
replace with a new seal (141)
2. Mount the exhaust cover (d) together with seal (141), hex head screws and lock washers on the oil separator (n).
3. Mount back 90 degrees elbow in pump gas discharge (d) exhaust.
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Vacuum Pump Oil - Check
Before working with Vacuum Pump STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL)
engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer to the Operator
Controls section of this manual. Vacuum pump must be level and cool
so oil has time to drain into sump. The oil might appear to be foamy,
which is a normal phenomenon with aerated oil. Under normal
circumstances, it should not be necessary to add or drain oil from the
pump between recommended oil changes.
1. Locate Vacuum Pump on operator side of (VL) Vacuum Lifter
and approach side further away from operator's panel.
2. Check for oil level and color in Sight Gauge (1). Oil level must
be between MAX (2) and MIN (3) marks.
3. It is normal for the oil to be foamy and light in color in an
operating pump. However, if the oil is milky colored, it is an
indication that water is present in the oil.
4. If the oil is black and tar like or contaminated in any way, if
pump was noisy or was overheating, then depending on the
severity of the contamination, a thorough flushing may be
needed. Refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and
Troubleshooting in appendix.
5. If oil level is below MIN (3) mark, add oil. Remove Oil Fill
Plug (4) together with a Pressure Gauge (5) and add oil until
level is between MAX (2) and MIN (3) marks. Close Oil Fill
Plug (4) together with a Pressure Gauge (5) after adding oil.
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Vacuum Pump Oil and Oil Filter - Change
Before working with Vacuum Pump STOP the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF. Refer
to the Operator Controls section of this manual. After switching off the Vacuum Pump at normal operating temperature
wait no more than 20 minutes before the oil is drained. Note, that the oil shall still be warm when being drained! Vacuum
pump must be level. Locate Vacuum Pump on the operator side of (VL) Vacuum Lifter and approach side further away
from operator's panel.
1. Make sure that the Vacuum Pump is vented atmospheric pressure. Check if all Vacuum Gauges are showing 0 inHg
(0 kPa). See Draining the Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank section in this manual.
2. Put a drain tray under the Oil Drain Hose (1)
3. Open hand operated Valve (2) on the oil drain line.
4. When the oil stream dwindles, close the hand operated Valve (2) on the oil drain line.
5. Switch the Vacuum Pump on for a few seconds by starting Vacuum Lifter Engine, see section Engine
Stop/Run/Start Switch in this manual. Stop the Vacuum Lifter Engine and turn the Battery Disconnect to OFF.
Refer to the Operator Controls section of this manual.
6. Open hand operated Valve (2) on the oil drain line and drain remaining oil from the Vacuum Pump.
7. When the oil stream dwindles, close the hand operated Valve (2) on the oil drain line.
8. Closely examine drained oil if is dark colored, contaminated or carbonized. Depending on the severity of the
contamination, a thorough flushing may be needed. Refer to Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and
Troubleshooting in appendix.
9. To replace the Oil Filter (3) make sure all oil is drained.
10. Oil Filter (3) is located on the Vacuum Pump, close to the Vacuum Lifter Engine. Remove the Oil Filter (3) from
the Vacuum Pump.
11. Apply a drop of fresh oil on the seal ring of the new Oil Filter.
12. Mount the new Oil Filter on the Vacuum Pump and tighten by hand. Make sure to tighten new oil filter securely
against the aluminum sealing surface so that leaks will not occur.
13. Dispose of the used Oil Filter in compliance with applicable regulations.
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14. To add new oil, make sure hand operated Valve (2) on the oil drain line is closed and the new Oil Filter (3) is
properly mounted. Remove Oil Fill Plug (4) together with a Pressure Gauge (5) and add oil until level is between
MAX (6) and MIN (7) marks in Sight Gauge (8). Close Oil Fill Plug (4) together with a Pressure Gauge (5) after
adding oil.

2

1
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Yoke Bumpers - Check
Check Yoke Bumpers (1), one on each side of yoke, for any cracks, deformation, wear, etc. Replace if necessary.

1

1
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Yoke Pin - Lubricate
Following procedure applies only to Vacuum Lifters (VL) equipped with Rotator Yoke. Yoke Pin must be greased every day
before work begins. Use Grease Nipples on both ends of Yoke Pin. Apply grease until fresh grease is visible being forced
out.
1. Locate Yoke (1) on top of Vacuum Lifter. Yoke Pin (2) is above Hydraulic Rotator (3).
2. Grease Nipples (4) are on both ends of Yoke Pin (2).

Yoke Pin (2)

Yoke (1)
(excavator
attachment)

Grease Daily (1 per 24 hours)

Hydraulic
Rotator (3)

2

3

3

3
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Pad Seal replacement - complete seal

For seal replacement use only genuine seal provided by Vanguard. Using other types of pad seal could reduce load
capability, and could result in serious injury or death.
Use the Seal Tool for seal installation located on non-operator side doors, inside the Vacuum Lifter (VL) next to Manual
Canister. Seal Tool is accessible after opening non-operator side doors.

049-08-08-001A

049-08-08-002A

Figure 32: Seal Tool placement
1.

2.

3.

To replace the entire seal (1) in the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP)
Attachment pad remove the attachment pad from the Vacuum
Lifter (VL), see the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) - Removal from
Vacuum Lifter (VL) section in this manual. If only a short
length of seal is damaged see Pad Seal Repair - short section
in this manual.
Position Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) Attachment pad upside
down to access the seal (1), adequately supported on a stable
surface, at a comfortable working height (3 ft, or 0.9 m) or as
local health and safety regulations require. Seal replacement
can also be done when the VLP attachment is supported by
Pad Stand Legs (rotated upside down) on flat, stable surface.
The working height should always be done at the correct
ergonomic height, as local health and safety regulations
require.
Remove the seal (1) from the pad; gently roll the seal out of
the Seal-Profile channel (2). Clean the Seal-Profile channel
(2) thoroughly. Remove any debris, dirt or old glue, etc. Never
use any glue or adhesive inside channel to retain seal, gluing
the seal into the profile will make it very difficult to remove
later.

1

049-55-55-012A

1

2

049-55-55-011A
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4.

Measure the complete length of Seal-Profile channel (2) all the way around the pad to determine the amount of seal
needed. The Seal around the VLP attachment can be composed of several short pieces, but the minimum seal length
must not be less than 18-inch (46 cm). Ensure that the minimum distance for a seal connection from a corner is at
least 12-inch (30 cm). Note: The ends of each seal-joint have to overlap approximately 0.375-inch (1 cm) to 0.5 in
(1.3 cm) at each connection, the seal has to be longer than the space it is filling.

5.

Cut required length of seal. Be careful to leave smooth, square
ends. If an end has an angle or is not flat, a vacuum leak may
occur.
Make sure seal is free from any damage, otherwise premature
seal wear or a vacuum leak may occur.
Never start the seal close to the corner of the pad (3). The end
of the seal must be at least 12-inch (30 cm) from a corner of
the pad.

6.
7.

3

3
049-55-55-013A

8.

Place inside corner (4) of seal into the Seal-Profile channel (2), and while holding seal down with one hand, use
the supplied Seal Tool (5) to push the outside edge (6), into the Seal Profile (2). Do not stretch the seal while
pushing inside profile.
6

5

2

6

5

2

4
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9.

Work your way around the pad while pushing the outside edge
of seal into the profile. Pay special attention when pushing
seal in corners not to damage or stretch the seal. Repeat
pushes every so often until seal is inside channel.

049-55-55-027A

Push outside
edge first

049-55-55-028A
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10. After installing the outside the edge, also go around and push the inside edge of seal around the pad, until the seal is
sitting fully in the profile-channel, filling it completely.
11. Stop pushing seal approximately 6 in (15 cm) from the end. Remove approximately 6 in (15 cm) of seal from the
other end, so both connecting ends are out of the profile-channel. Make sure seal overlaps 0.375-inch (1 cm) to 0.5inch (1.3 cm).

Push inside
edge

Seal
completely
fills channel
049-55-55-014A

049-55-55-015A

12. Apply Seal Glue (7) to both joint-ends so they are fully
covered. Do not use excessive amount of Seal Glue, otherwise
it will get to channel and seal removal may not be possible
without damaging the seal. A thin layer of Seal Glue is
enough; make sure Seal Glue covers whole cross section of
seal. Use brush under the lid of Seal Glue can.
13. Allow the glue to dry, approximately 1-2 minutes.
14. After the glue is dry, apply a second coat of glue to both ends
(8) to reactivate the dried glue. This step will make a stronger,
better boned-joint.

7
049-55-55-029A

15. Bond the joint immediately Press the two ends firmly together to bond them (9). Remove any excess glue from
outside the joint. Do not allow excess Seal Glue to get into the Seal-Profile channel. Install the joint into the profilechannel. Make sure the joined ends are aligned in the profile-channel, and that both ends are fully seated, without
any step along the joint. Ensure that the whole surface is bonded together. A vacuum leak may occur if connection
is not done correctly.

8

8

9
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16. Recheck whole length of seal to ensure it is fully seated and retained in the profile-channel, correct where
necessary.

Push outside
edge

Push inside
edge
049-55-55-031A

049-08OP-002B

049-55-55-032A
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Pad Seal Repair - short section

For seal replacement use only genuine seal provided by Vanguard. Using other types of pad seal could reduce load
capability can result in serious injury or death.
Use provided Seal Tool for seal installation which is located on non-operator side doors, inside the Vacuum Lifter (VL) next
to Manual Canister. Seal Tool is accessible after opening non-operator side doors.

049-08-08-001A

049-08-08-002A

Figure 33: Seal Tool placement
When a short portion of the seal is damaged or worn, remove only the
short section. Usually damage occurs at the pad-corners, or at the
Curved-end
curved-end of the profile-channel. The replacement section must be at
least 18 in (46 cm). A replacement joint must be at least 12 in (30 cm)
from a pad-corner, so the minimum length for seal replacement in some
cases, near a corner for example, may be longer than 18 in (46 cm). It
may be necessary to replace the section at through the entire curvedend, plus the two pad-corners, plus the length to be the minimum
distance from the pad-corners, this could add up to give a much longer
Pad-corner
"minimum length".
Pad-corner
Note: It is possible to replace a short section of the seal with the
Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) attachment pad still connected to, and
supported by the Vacuum Lifter (VL). Before approaching unit or
049-55-55-012B
walking under it make sure it is properly secured and safely supported,
and the host-carrier-vehicle is properly parked with the controls locked
out; refer to the instructions in the host-carrier-vehicle operator manual. To repair or replace the seal, it is strongly
recommended to remove the attachment pad from the Vacuum Lifter (VL), see the Vacuum Lifter Pipe (VLP) - Removal
from Vacuum Lifter (VL) section in this manual.
1.

2.

With the pad stabilized and adequately supported at a
comfortable working height (3 ft, or 0.9 m) or as local health
and safety regulations require, cut out the damaged portion of
seal from the attachment pad. Ensure to cut out the length
needed to meet the minimum length requirements as detailed
above. Be careful to leave smooth, square ends (1). If an end
has an angle or is not flat, a vacuum leak may occur.
Clean Seal-Profile channel (2) thoroughly. Remove any
debris, dirt or old glue. Never use any glue or adhesive inside
channel to retain seal, gluing the seal into the profile will
make it very difficult to remove later.
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1
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3.
4.
5.

6.

If there is no significant damage to previously used section, it may be flipped upside down (worn surface towards
the pad) for reuse. Never rotate the seal only 90 degrees (worn surface towards inside or outside).
Make sure seal is free from any damage, otherwise premature seal wear or a vacuum leak may occur.
Measure and cut length of seal needed for replacement (3).
Note: The ends of each seal-joint have to overlap
approximately 0.375-inch (1 cm) to 0.5 in (1.3 cm) at each
connection, the seal has to be longer than the space it is filling.
Cut required length of seal. Be careful to leave smooth, square
ends. If an end has an angle or is not flat, a vacuum leak may
occur.

3

049-55-55-017A

7.

Remove approximately 6-inch (15 cm) of the seal still in the pad from the connecting end, so both seal ends (4) are
out of the Seal-Profile channel.

4

4

049-55-55-033A

8.

Apply Seal Glue (5) to both joint-ends so they are fully covered. Do not use excessive amount of Seal Glue,
otherwise it will get to channel and seal removal may not be possible without damaging the seal. A thin layer of
Seal Glue is enough; make sure Seal Glue covers whole cross section of seal. Use brush under the lid of Seal Glue
can.

5

049-55-55-018A

9. Allow the glue to dry, approximately 1-2 minutes.
10. After the glue is dry, apply a second coat of glue to both joint-ends (6) to reactivate the dried glue. This step will
make a stronger, better boned-joint.
049-08OP-002B
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11. Bond the joint immediately Press the two ends firmly together to bond them (7). Remove any excess glue from
outside the joint. Do not allow excess Seal Glue to get into the Seal-Profile channel. Install the joint into the profilechannel. Make sure the joined ends are aligned in the profile-channel, and that both ends are fully seated, without
any step along the joint. Ensure that the whole surface is bonded together. A vacuum leak may occur if connection
is not done correctly.

6

6
7
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12. Place one corner of seal inside profile and while holding seal down with hand use provided Seal Tool to push other,
outside edge inside the Seal Profile. Never start pushing seal closer than 12 in (30 cm) from any corner. Repeat
pushing every so often until seal is inside channel. Do not stretch the seal while pushing inside profile.
13. After finishing with outside edge, push also inside edge of seal in replacing section until seal is sitting fully in
channel.
14. Stop pushing seal approximately 6 in (15 cm) from the end. Remove approximately 6 in (15 cm) of seal from the
other end, so both connecting ends are not in channel. Make sure seal overlaps from 0.375 in (1 cm) to 0.5 in (1.3
cm).

049-08OP-002B
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15. Bond the seal-joint together, following the same gluing steps outlined above.
16. Properly replaced section of seal (8) will not have any negative impact on attachment pad performance.

8

049-55-55-034A

17. Check whole length of seal to ensure it is installed correctly all the way around the pad, correct where necessary on
outside or inside of seal.

Push outside
edge

Push inside
edge
049-55-55-031A

049-08OP-002B

049-55-55-032A
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Troubleshooting

Notice
This equipment is to be operated and serviced by qualified personnel only. Refer to the Safety section of this manual.
Do not attempt to bypass any of the safety equipment or instrumentation on this equipment.
Do not attempt to operate this equipment with any of the safety equipment or instrumentation bypassed.

General information
The following faults are some of the typical problems that can be anticipated during normal operation of the Vacuum Lifter
(VL). The solutions listed are some of the acceptable corrections to those problems.
Unless otherwise instructed, all maintenance work must be performed with the Vacuum Lifter (VL) engine switched off and
with the Battery Disconnect turned to OFF position. Refer to the Operator Controls section of this manual. Make sure the
Vacuum Lifter is properly parked, see section Machine Parking in this manual. If using host-carrier vehicle, it must be
turned off and parked properly, refer to the hoisting/host-carrier-vehicle's Operation and Maintenance Manual. Make sure
the Vacuum Lifter and host-carrier-vehicles are secured against inadvertent start-up.

Vacuum Faults
1.
2.
3.

Vacuum Won't Build Up or Reach Maximum Level
Vacuum Lifter Will not Pick Up or Release the Load, or Vacuum Cannot Be Discharged from the Tank
Vacuum Is Leaking

Vacuum Won't Build Up or Reach Maximum Level
1
2
3

Possible Cause
Vacuum Pump, Gearbox or
Engine fault.
Vacuum Engine idling.
Vacuum Valve is in Pick
up/Support load position.

4

Leaks in vacuum lines.

5
6

Obstructed vacuum
lines/ports.
Vacuum filters plugged

7

Atmospheric conditions.

049-08OP-002B

Solution
See following pages for troubleshooting for Vacuum Lifter (VL) components.
See Engine Faults section in this manual.
Make sure vacuum inlet ports are covered or pad attachments are on pipe. Vacuum
Valve needs at least approximately -10 inHg (-34 kPa) of vacuum to operate. Refer
to Prime Vacuum Valve section in this manual.
Make sure all vacuum hoses are securely attached and there are no leaks or open
connections.
Verify if there are no obstructions in vacuum lines and if all ports and connections
are clean and clear.
Verify if all vacuum filters are clean, replace filter elements if necessary. Refer to
Maintenance Interval Schedule (MIS) section in this manual.
Maximum obtainable vacuum in Vacuum Lifter (VL) is strictly dependent on
current atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure is decreasing for high altitudes,
therefore maximum vacuum obtainable at high altitude will not be as high as at sea
level. See maximum theoretical obtainable vacuum for reference:
x at sea level, max vacuum is -29 inHg (-101 kPa),
x in Denver, CO, USA (5,280 ft, 1600 m), max vacuum is -24 inHg (-82
kPa),
x in Mexico City, Mexico (7,380 ft, 2250 m), max vacuum is -22 inHg (-80
kPa),
x in La Paz, Bolivia (11,942 ft, 3640 m), max vacuum is -18 inHg (-61 kPa).
IMPORTANT: Never attempt to work if vacuum in the tank does not reach at least
-15 inHg (-50.8 kPa). Refer to Working with a Load section in this manual for more
information.
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Vacuum Lifter Will not Pick Up or Release the Load, or Vacuum Cannot Be Discharged from the
Tank
1
2
3
4

Possible Cause
Vacuum Valve fault.
Wireless Remote
Transmitter/Receiver fault.
Wired Controller fault.
Obstructed vacuum
lines/ports.

Solution
Check Vacuum Valve Faults section for more troubleshooting options.
Check Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver
Faults section for more troubleshooting options.
Check Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wired Controller Faults section for more
troubleshooting options.
Verify there are no obstructions in vacuum lines and that all ports and connections
are clean and clear.

Vacuum Is Leaking
1
2

Possible Cause
Leaks in vacuum lines.
Leaks in Vacuum Lifter pad
attachment seal.

Solution
Make sure all vacuum hoses are securely attached and there are no leaks or open
connections.
Verify if leak is between Vacuum Lifter pad attachment and load. Check if load has
smooth, clean, non-porous surface. See Vacuum Seal Faults section in this manual
for more troubleshooting options.

Vacuum Pump Faults

1

049-50-63-008A

Figure 34:Vacuum Pump Won't Build Up Vacuum - Troubleshooting - numbered callouts reference numbered problem list
below

Vacuum Pump Won't Build Up Vacuum
1

Possible Cause
Vacuum Pump is not being
driven.

2

Vacuum Engine idling.

3

Vacuum Pump fault.
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Solution
IMPORTANT NOTE: Never touch or come in contact with rotating elements.
Shut Engine off and turn Battery Disconnect Switch to OFF (O) position. See
Battery Disconnect Switch section in this manual If coupling is not visible, remove
black plastic cover on pump coupling cover to see coupling. Verify if coupling
inside Vacuum Pump coupling cover (between Gearbox and Vacuum Pump) and/or
Vacuum Pump shaft are rotating by using the Recoil Starting rope (See Engine
Recoil Starting section in this manual). REPLACE COUPLING IF DAMAGED
Ensure Engine throttle lever is set to MAX position. Refer to Engine Stop/Run/Start
Switch and Post Start-Up (Maximum throttle/Manual throttle Minimum idle/Stop)
sections in this manual.
Refer to Appendix C - Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting for
more troubleshooting options.
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Vacuum Seal Faults
Vacuum Seal Won't Stay in Channel
1

Possible Cause
Vacuum Seal is stretched.

2

Working too fast.

Solution
Make sure vacuum seal is not stretched when installing in the channel. Pay special
attention while installing seal in corners. Make sure vacuum seal is sitting deep
inside the channel. See Pad Seal replacement - complete seal or Pad Seal Repair short section in this manual.
Working too fast will contribute to the seal rolling out from the channel. Following
these steps will help prevent this problem:
x Try to align the Vacuum Lifter pad attachment as close to the centre of the
load as possible
x Use the guide wheels to assist positioning. Set the guide wheels up before
starting work. See Guide Wheel Adjustment Check section in this manual
x Do not apply vacuum until Pad Attachment is fully and correctly seated on
the load
x Wait until Pad Attachment Vacuum Gauges are showing 0 inHg vacuum
after releasing the load. This may take a couple seconds depending on the
attachment size, but will help keep the seal in the pad.
Working slower and accurately will greatly improve your efficiency.

Vacuum Seal Is Leaking
1

Possible Cause
Vacuum Seal is installed
incorrectly.

2

Poor Vacuum Seal
connection joints.

3

Vacuum Seal is damaged.

Solution
Pay special attention while installing the seal into the channel. Make sure seal is
sitting deep inside the channel. See Pad Seal replacement - complete seal or Pad
Seal Repair - short section in this manual.
Make sure all Vacuum Seal connections in the Pad Attachment are complete,
smooth, and do not have gaps. See Pad Seal replacement - complete seal or Pad
Seal Repair - short section in this manual.
Vacuum Seal may get damaged and worn over time. See following steps to help
increase seal life:
x Work slowly and accurately, see Vacuum Seal Won't Stay in Channel
section above
x Try to avoid direct sunlight and ozone exposure to the seal, never store
seals/pads in direct sunlight for any extended period of time.
x Ensure lifting load is clean and its surface is free from defects
Replace the seal, or section of seal, when necessary. See Pad Seal replacement complete seal or Pad Seal Repair - short section in this manual for more
information.

Vacuum Seal Seems To Be Dry And Cracked
1

Possible Cause
Sun and ozone exposure.

049-08OP-002B

Solution
Avoid direct sunlight and ozone exposure of the seal whenever possible, it can
contribute to cracking and reduce seal life.
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Engine Faults
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engine Won't Crank
Engine Won't Start
Engine Won't Go to Full Speed (Run)
Battery Fails to Charge or 12VDC Alternator Overcharging (High DC voltage)
Engine Won't Stop

Engine Won't Crank

2,5

4

3
049-50-50-016A

Figure 35:Engine Won't Crank - Troubleshooting - numbered callouts reference numbered problem list below
1
2

Possible Cause
Battery Disconnect Switch
in OFF (O) position.
Automotive style fuse
blown.

3
4

Loose or missing wires.
Low or dead battery.

5

Faulty Stop/Run/Start
switch.
Bad starter motor or starter
solenoid.
Engine fault.

6
7

049-08OP-002B

Solution
Verify if Battery Disconnect Switch is in ON (I) position. See Battery Disconnect
Switch section in this manual.
Fuse is located on the Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch harness, inside a rubber cover.
Check and replace with fuse of the same type and rating. Spare fuses are located on
the bottom of electric enclosure behind the engine.
Check wires connecting Engine and Battery.
Verify 12VDC battery charge capacity. Replace if battery fails to hold a charge.
Attempt to jumpstart, refer to Engine Starting with Jump Start Cables section in this
manual.
Replace defective switch.
Replace engine's starter motor.
Refer to Appendix B - Engine Manual for more troubleshooting options.
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Engine Won't Start

1
3,7
2
6

1
5
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Figure 36:Engine Won't Start - Troubleshooting - numbered callouts reference numbered problem list below
1

Possible Cause
No fuel.

2

Glow Plugs (Cold Start Aid)
not working/not used.

3

Automotive style fuse
blown.

4

Engine throttle lever set to
STOP
Loose or missing wires.
Low or dead battery
Faulty Stop/Run/Start
switch.
Engine fault.

5
6
7
8

Solution
Check fuel level in Fuel Tank by checking Fuel Level Gauge.
Check if fuel supply line Shut-Off Valve is open.
Check if Fuel Filter is not clogged.
Check if Engine Fuel Filter is primed (housing is transparent).
Check fuel lines for restrictions.
Refer to Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch and Post Start-Up
throttle/Manual throttle Minimum idle/Stop) sections in this manual.

(Maximum

Fuse is located on the Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch harness, inside a rubber cover.
Check and replace with fuse of the same type and rating. Spare fuses are located on
the bottom of electric enclosure behind the engine.
See Post Start-Up (Maximum throttle/Manual throttle Minimum idle/Stop) section
in this manual for more information.
Check wires connecting Engine and Battery.
Verify 12VDC battery charge capacity. Replace battery if it fails to hold a charge.
Replace defective switch.
Refer to Appendix B - Engine Manual for more troubleshooting options.

Engine Won't Go to Full Speed (Run)
1

Possible Cause
Vacuum Engine idling.

2

Engine fault.

Solution
Ensure Throttle Lever is set to MAX position, refer to Post Start-Up (Maximum
throttle/Manual throttle Minimum idle/Stop) section in this manual.
Refer to Appendix B - Engine Manual for more troubleshooting options.

Battery Fails to Charge or 12VDC Alternator Overcharging (High DC voltage)
1
2

Possible Cause
Loose or missing wires.
Faulty battery.

3

Faulty 12VDC alternator.
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Solution
Check wires connecting Engine and Battery.
Replace battery. Maintenance-free battery is originally supplied and does not require
maintenance or inspection. Refer to documentation accompanying other battery
types for maintenance instructions.
Refer to Appendix B - Engine Manual for more troubleshooting options.
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Engine Won't Stop

1

049-50-50-007A

Figure 37:Engine Won't Stop - Troubleshooting - numbered callouts reference numbered problem list below
1

Possible Cause
Manual reset lever in wrong
position

2

Engine fault.
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Solution
Manual Reset Lever is on non-operator side of the engine, next to oil fill.
Make sure Manual Reset Lever is in DOWN position for normal operation. Engine
cannot be stopped by the Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch if Manual Reset Lever is in
UP position. Turn Manual Reset Lever to stop the engine if Engine Stop/Run/Start
Switch is not working.
Refer to Appendix B - Engine Manual for more troubleshooting options.
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Vacuum Valve Faults
Vacuum Valve Won't Switch
1
2
3
4
5

Possible Cause
Battery Disconnect Switch
in OFF (O) position.
Engine Stop/Run/Start
Switch in STOP position.
Not enough vacuum in tank,
or Vacuum valve not
primed.
Automotive style fuse
blown.
Faulty electrical connection.

Solution
Verify if Battery Disconnect Switch is in ON (I) position. See Battery Disconnect
Switch section in this manual.
Verify if Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch is in START position. Refer to Engine
Stop/Run/Start Switch section in this manual
Vacuum Valve needs at least approximately -10 inHg (-34 kPa) of vacuum to
operate. Refer to Prime Vacuum Valve section in this manual.
Check and replace with spare fuse of same type and rating. Spare fuses are located
on the bottom of electric enclosure behind the engine. See Electrical Circuit Faults
section for fuse location.
See Electrical Circuit Faults section for more troubleshooting options.

Vacuum Valve Leaks
1
2

Possible Cause
Not enough vacuum in tank
to fully operate valve.
Foreign debris inside
Vacuum Valve.

Solution
Vacuum Valve needs at least approximately -10 inHg (-34 kPa) of vacuum to
operate. Refer to Prime Vacuum Valve section in this manual.
Vacuum Valve may need maintenance.

Gearbox Faults
Gearbox Is Leaking Oil
Note: there is a hole on the bottom of coupling cover between Engine and Gearbox for indication if there is an oil leak.
Verify if the source of the leak is Gearbox or Engine.
1

Possible Cause
Gearbox overfilled with oil.

2

Wrong position of Vent Plug.

3

Blown seals.

Solution
Verify if Gearbox is not overfilled with oil. Refer to Gearbox Oil - Change section
in this manual for oil change procedure. Oil level should be just below Oil Level
Plug.
Verify position of Vent Plug. Vent Plug should be placed on upper most location.
Refer to Gearbox Oil - Change section in this manual for more information.
Verify if Gearbox is leaking through seals. Replace Gearbox if seals are leaking.

Gearbox Is Overheating
1

Possible Cause
Wrong amount of oil.

2

Old, contaminated oil.

3

Break-in period.

049-08OP-002B

Solution
Verify proper amount of oil in Gearbox. Refer to Gearbox Oil - Change section in
this manual for oil change procedure. Oil level should be just below Oil Level Plug.
Make sure oil is changed at specified intervals. See Service Intervals section in this
manual for more information.
During the initial period of operation, higher than normal temperatures may be seen,
up to 160°F (71°C).
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Vacuum Switch Faults
Note: Vacuum Switch unit is located on non-operator side of Vacuum Lifter (VL) on the lower, left side behind safety
doors.

Vacuum Alarm is Not Functioning correctly
1
2
3
4
5

Possible Cause
Battery Disconnect Switch
in OFF (O) position.
Engine Stop/Run/Start
Switch in STOP position.
Vacuum Switch set up
improperly.
Faulty electrical connection.
Vacuum port blocked

Solution
Verify that Battery Disconnect Switch is in ON (I) position. See Battery Disconnect
Switch section in this manual.
Verify t Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch is in RUN position. Refer to Engine
Stop/Run/Start Switch section in this manual
See
Vacuum Switch Setup Guide below for more information.
See Electrical Circuit Faults section for more troubleshooting options.
Check that vacuum port is not blocked or clogged with thread sealant.

Vacuum Switch Setup Guide
3

2

1

4

049-50-63-021A
049-05-05-010B

049-50-63-021A

Figure 38:
Vacuum Switch Setup Guide - numbered callouts reference numbers listed below in brackets ( )
Before attempting to change Vacuum Switch (1) setup, make sure that Vacuum Gauges are working properly. Pay special
attention during changes, as safety features of Vacuum Lifter (VL) rely on proper setup of this Vacuum Switch. Before
starting, read through and understand all following steps.
1. Set the base pressure with Indicator (2) at -61 kPa by turning Adjusting Bolt (3) above scale. This is only for
reference. Exact value has to be verified later with vacuum gauge.
2. Make sure there is no vacuum in the tank. Start the unit and build vacuum up. See Prime Vacuum Valve section in
this manual for additional information.
3. Verify with vacuum gauge that Audible Alarm stops, that Amber Vacuum Status Beacon stops flashing, and that
Green Vacuum Status Beacon starts flashing at -18 inHg (61 kPa). If not, make adjustments to increase or decrease
setting as per Step 1.
4. Stop the Vacuum Engine with Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch, then turn key on "RUN" position.
5. Slowly drain the vacuum tank. See Draining the Vacuum Lifter (VL) tank section for more information.
6. Stop draining the vacuum tank at -15 inHg (50.7 kPa) either by closing the vacuum inlet or by operating Wireless
Remote Transmitter or Wired Controller to Pick up/Support Load position.
7. Audible Alarm and Amber Vacuum Status Beacon should start at exactly -15 inHg (50.7 kPa). If they start at a
different pressure, use Hysteresis Adjustment Screw (4) on the side of the Vacuum Switch to correct it. Be careful:
loosening this bolt too much may cause it to fall out with hysteresis adjusting spring from inside the vacuum
switch. Hysteresis must be within the specified range, operation may be unstable when activated out of the
specified range. Adjust the Hysteresis Adjustment Screw (4) with a flat head screwdriver until alarm goes on at -15
inHg (-50.7 kPa). Turn to the right to increase and to the left to decrease. DO NOT LOOSEN EXCESSIVELY.
8. After above steps are finished, test the setup several times and verify that:
a. when the vacuum level is increasing from 0 inHg to maximum: Audible Alarm and Amber Vacuum Status
Beacon stop and Green Vacuum Status Beacon starts flashing at -18 inHg (61 kPa) on vacuum gauge.
049-08OP-002B
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b.
c.

when releasing vacuum from maximum value to 0 inHg: Green Vacuum Status Beacon stops flashing and
Audible Alarm and Amber Vacuum Status Beacon start at -15 inHg (50.7 kPa) on vacuum gauge.
If these values are not met, adjust Vacuum Switch settings as per Points 1 - 8.

Vacuum Filters Faults
Vacuum Filters Leaking Air

1
049-55-55-039A

Figure 39:
Vacuum Switch Setup Guide - numbered callouts reference numbered problem list below. Guidelines shown to indicate
perfect shape.
1

Possible Cause
Housing is bent.

2

Seal is dirty or damaged.
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Solution
Check if housing is not bent, even small deformation can cause air leaks. Clean or
replace filtration element and filter housing. See Vacuum Filters - Check section
under Maintenance and Lubrication section in this manual.
Clean seals. If leak still occurs, replace with new seals. See Vacuum Filters - Check
section under Maintenance and Lubrication section in this manual.
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Hydraulic Rotator Faults
Hydraulic Rotator Won't Operate

1

Possible Cause
Hydraulic connection fault

2

Not enough hydraulic pressure

3

Closed Control Valves

4

Closed Ball Valves

5

Left or right rotation blocked

Solution
Check hydraulic line connections. Refer to Excavator Attachment section in this
manual.
Ensure excavator hydraulic circuit is functional and it creates flow and pressure to
operate Hydraulic Rotator. Refer to Excavator Attachment section in this manual.
Open the Speed Control valves located on the yoke. See the Yoke Rotator Speed
Control Valves section in this manual for information on how to adjust the Control
Valves.
Open the Ball Valves located on the yoke. See the Excavator attachment section in
this manual for more information.
Test opposite rotation by swapping (connecting) hoses other way around.

Hydraulic Rotator Operates Too Slow/Too Fast
1

Possible Cause
Control Valves need adjustment

Solution
See theYoke Rotator Speed Control Valves section in this manual for information on
how to adjust the Control Valves.

Hydraulic Rotator Does Not Stop, attachment continues to turn
1

Possible Cause
Oil leak on control valve of
crane or excavator

Solution
Check by closing off both rotator connections. Try to rotate by hand. If rotator still
turns, there is internal leak. If it does not turn, the problem is with directional
control valve. Seal valve if necessary.

Vacuum Gauges Faults
Tank and Pad(s) Vacuum Gauges Do Not Show Same Value
1

Possible Cause
Vacuum Gauge Accuracy

2

Shock loading

3

Blocked Gauge Port

Solution
Gauge accuracy is ±1 inHg (3.3 kPa), which means that maximum allowable
difference in vacuum indication should not exceed 2 inHg (6.6 kPa) between two
different gauges. Replace defective Vacuum Gauge(s).
Vacuum Gauges are delicate instruments and repetitive shock loading can damage
them. Replace defective Vacuum Gauge(s).
Inspect Gauge connection and port to ensure no debris is blocking the port

Vacuum Gauge Dose Not Show a Vacuum Level When a Vacuum is Present
1
2

Possible Cause
Defective Gauge
Blocked Gauge Port
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Solution
Replace defective Vacuum Gauge(s).
Inspect Gauge connection and port to ensure no debris is blocking the port
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Electrical Circuit Faults
When making any new connection or any alteration to an electrical circuit, always shut the Engine off and turn the Battery
Disconnect Switch to OFF (O) position. See Battery Disconnect Switch section in this manual.
IMPORTANT: electrical schematic is shown at the end of the Troubleshooting section.
Always check that electric enclosure is powered up first as all electrical circuits are powered from there. If Audible Alarm
and/or Vacuum Status Beacons are working, this is a clear indication that there is power in Electrical Enclosure. See
Electrical Enclosure Power Circuit Faults section below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Electrical Enclosure Power Circuit Faults,
Electrical Enclosure Main Harness Check,
Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Faults,
Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wired Controller Faults,
Audible Alarm and Amber Vacuum Status Beacon Circuit Faults,
Green Vacuum Status Beacon Circuit Faults,
Vacuum Switch Circuit Faults.
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Electrical Enclosure Power Circuit Faults

049-50-50-010B

049-50-63-021A - INSIDE LAYOUT OF ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURE

Figure 40:Electrical Enclosure Power Circuit Faults - Troubleshooting
Electrical enclosure is located on non-operator side of Vacuum Lifter (VL) on the right side behind safety doors. To open,
unscrew the four plastic bolts at each corner.

3
4

Possible Cause
Battery Disconnect Switch in
OFF (O) position.
Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch in
STOP position.
Low or dead battery.
Automotive style fuse blown.

5

Relay not working

6

Loose wires.

1
2
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Solution
Verify if Battery Disconnect Switch is in ON (I) position. See Battery Disconnect
Switch section in this manual.
Verify if Engine Stop/Run/Start Switch is in START position. Refer to Engine
Stop/Run/Start Switch section in this manual
Verify 12VDC battery charge capacity. Replace battery if it fails to hold a charge.
Verify if fuses F1 (10 AMP) and F2 (3 AMP) inside enclosure are not blown. If
blown, replace with correct spare fuse. Spare fuses are located on the bottom of
electric enclosure behind the engine. Always use fuse with same correct rating.
Verify if amber diode on relay R3 is ON. If diode is OFF there may be a problem
with relay R3.
To test function, relay R3 may be temporarily bypassed by connecting external
jumper wire between terminals #11 and #14 on relay R3. Remove jumper wire after
completion of the test.
In electrical enclosure, check:
x Continuity of wire #1 connected to Battery Disconnect Switch and to
terminal +1 in fuse F1 in electric enclosure
x Continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure
x Continuity of wire #4 connected to Fuel Solenoid on non-operator side of
the Engine and to terminal +1 in fuse F2 in electric enclosure
x Continuity of wire #37 between terminal +2 in fuse F1 and terminal #11 in
relay R3
x Continuity of wire #35 between terminal +2 in fuse F2 and terminal A1+ in
relay R3
x Continuity of wire #30 between terminal A2- in relay R3 and terminal #30,
x Continuity between terminals #30 and #2 in terminals strip
x Continuity of wire #36 between terminal #14 in relay R3 and terminal #36
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Electrical Enclosure Main Harness Check
If there is no continuity between Electric Enclosure and any other connection, there may be a problem with the Main
Harness. Disconnect the main harness from the enclosure and check each wire for continuity between female and
corresponding male side as per the functions listed below.
1. Female side of main harness and wires outside of electric enclosure
Main Harness pin number Wire number
Wire end location
1
1
Battery Disconnect Switch
2
2
Main Ground
4
4
Engine Fuel Solenoid
5
5
Vacuum Valve (4-pin harness)
6
6
Vacuum Valve (4-pin harness)
7
7
Vacuum Valve (4-pin harness)
8
8
Wireless Remote Receiver
9
9
Wireless Remote Receiver
10
10
Heater (optional)
11
11
Vacuum Switch
12
12
Vacuum Switch
13
13
Vacuum Switch
14
14
Vacuum Switch
15
15
Green Vacuum Status Beacon
16
16
Amber Vacuum Status Beacon
17
17
Amber Vacuum Status Beacon
19
19
Wireless Remote Receiver
21
21
Wireless Remote Receiver
22
22
Heater (optional)
23
23
Audible Alarm
24
24
Audible Alarm
26
26
Hour Meter
27
27
Hour Meter
28
28
Green Vacuum Status Beacon
2. Male side of main harness and wires inside electric enclosure
Main Harness pin number Wire number
Wire end location
Terminal number
1
1
Fuse F1
+1
2
2
Terminal blocks
2
4
4
Fuse F2
+1
5
5
Terminal blocks
5
6
6
Terminal blocks
6
7
7
Terminal blocks
7
8
8
Terminal blocks
8
9
9
Terminal blocks
9
10
10
Terminal blocks
10
11
11
Terminal blocks
11
12
12
Terminal blocks
12
13
13
Relay R2
A1+
14
14
Relay R1
A1+
15
15
Relay R1
14
16
16
Terminal blocks
16
17
17
Terminal blocks
17
19
19
Terminal blocks
19
21
21
Terminal blocks
21
22
22
Terminal blocks
22
23
23
Terminal blocks
23
24
24
Terminal blocks
24
26
26
Terminal blocks
26
27
27
Terminal blocks
27
28
28
Terminal blocks
28
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Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Faults
Make sure that Electrical Enclosure is powered. If not, refer to Electrical Enclosure Power Circuit Faults above.

DIODES

049-50-63-017A

LEFT HARNESS
049-55-63-017A

Figure 41: Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Faults - Troubleshooting
1.

Wireless Remoter Receiver not powered (all diodes OFF)

1

Possible Cause
Automotive style wire-harness
fuse blown.

2

Loose wires.

3

Wireless Remote Receiver Fault
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Solution
Open Electrical Enclosure and verify that 3 AMP wire-harness fuse #19 (on wire
#19) is not blown. If blown, replace with spare fuse. Spare fuses are located on the
bottom of electric enclosure behind the engine.
Open Electrical Enclosure, remove left harness from Wireless Remote Receiver and
check:
x continuity between terminals #36 and #19,
x continuity of wire #19 connected to terminal #19 in electrical enclosure and
to pin #6 in harness,
x continuity of wire #21 connected to terminal #21 and pin #3 in harness,
x continuity between terminal #21 and #2 in electric enclosure,
x continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure.
Refer to Appendix A - Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Operation and
Troubleshooting for more troubleshooting options.
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2. Wireless Remoter Receiver is powered and linked with Transmitter
Before checking the following points, test the Vacuum Valve by switching it with Wireless Remote Transmitter. Switching
it will cause the Vacuum Valve to produce an audible “click” this means the Vacuum Valve is receiving power and the
problem is not electrical related.

PLUG

4 PIN
HARNESS

049-55-63-022A

Figure 42: Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Faults - Troubleshooting
1

Possible Cause
Harness not connected

2

Loose wires.

3

Loose wires.

4

Loose wires.

5

Wireless Remote Receiver Fault
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Solution
Make sure 4-pin harness connecting Vacuum Valve is connected to harness going
from Electric Enclosure (not from Wired Controller), and is properly connected. See
Wired Controller Removal (Wireless Remote Transmitter connected) section in this
manual.
Open Electrical Enclosure, remove left harness from Wireless Remote Receiver and
check:
x continuity of wire #8 connected to terminal #8 in electrical enclosure and
to pin #7 in harness,
x continuity of wire #9 connected to terminal #9 and pin #8 in harness,
x continuity between terminal #5 and #8 in electric enclosure,
x continuity between terminal #6 and #9 in electric enclosure.
Remove 4-pin harness connecting Vacuum Valve and Electric Enclosure and check:
x continuity of wire #5 connected to terminal #5 in electrical enclosure and
to pin #1 in harness,
x continuity of wire #6 connected to terminal #6 and pin #2 in harness,
x continuity of wire #7 connected to terminal #7 and pin #3 in harness,
x continuity between terminal #7 and #2 in electric enclosure,
x continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure.
With 4-pin harness removed, unscrew plug from top of Vacuum Valve and check:
x continuity between pin #1 in harness and contact #1 valve plug,
x continuity between pin #2 in harness and contact #2 valve plug,
x continuity between pin #3 in harness and contact #3 valve plug,
x continuity between contact #3 and ground ( ) contact in valve plug.
Refer to Appendix A - Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Operation and
Troubleshooting for more troubleshooting options.
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Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wired Controller Faults
Before checking the following points, test the Vacuum Valve by switching it with Wireless Remote Transmitter. Switching
it will cause the Vacuum Valve to produce an audible “click” this means the Vacuum Valve is receiving power and the
problem is not electrical related.

NOT USED

3 PIN
HARNESS

PLUG

4 PIN
HARNESS
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Figure 43: Load Pickup/Release Circuit with Wired Controller Faults - Troubleshooting
1

Possible Cause
Harness not connected

2

Automotive style fuse blown.

3

Loose wires.

4

Loose wires.

5

Loose wires.

6

Loose wires.
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Solution
Make sure 4-pin harness connecting Vacuum Valve and 3-pin harness going from
Battery Disconnect Switch are connected to harnesses going from Wired Controller.
See Wired Controller Installation (Wireless Remote Transmitter disconnected)
section in this manual.
Verify that the 3 AMP wire-harness fuse #44 (on wire #44) connected to Battery
Disconnect Switch, behind Operator Controls, is not blown. If blown, replace with
spare fuse of the same rating. Spare fuses are located on the bottom of electric
enclosure behind the engine.
Disconnect 3-pin harness on cable going from Battery Disconnect Switch and
check:
x continuity of wire #44 connected to Battery Disconnect Switch and
terminal A in harness,
x continuity of wire #45 connected to Main Ground and terminal B in
harness,
Disconnect 4-pin harness between Vacuum Valve and Wired Controller and check
following on Wired Controller:
x continuity of wire #3 between pin #3 on 4-pin harness and pin B on 3-pin
harness,
x continuity of wires #25 and #18 between pin A on 3-pin harness and pin #2
on 4-pin harness with both red buttons depressed,
x continuity of wires #25 and #29 between pin A on 3-pin harness and pin #1
on 4-pin harness with green button depressed.
With 4-pin harness removed, unscrew plug from top of Vacuum Valve and check:
x continuity between pin #1 in harness and contact #1 valve plug,
x continuity between pin #2 in harness and contact #2 valve plug,
x continuity between pin #3 in harness and contact #3 valve plug,
x continuity between contact #3 and ground contact in valve plug.
Open Wired Controller by unscrewing four bolts on each corner and verify if there
are no loose or damaged wires.
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Audible Alarm and Amber Vacuum Status Beacon Circuit Faults
The Audible Alarm and the Amber Vacuum Status Beacon should always flash and sound at the same time, and only when
the Green Vacuum Status Beacon is not flashing. Make sure Vacuum Switch is set up properly, see section Vacuum Switch
Faults. Make sure the vacuum level is below -15 inHg (50.7 kPa), see Vacuum Switch Setup Guide in this section. There
should be preferably no vacuum in tank to make sure that alarms should actually work.
1

Possible Cause
Harness not connected.

2

Automotive style fuse blown.

3

Relay not working

4

Loose wires.

5

Loose wires.

6

Loose wires.

7

Vacuum Switch.
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Solution
Make sure 2-pin harness connecting Audible Alarm is connected to harness going
from Electric Enclosure and 2-pin harness going from Amber Vacuum Status
Beacon is connected to harness going from Electric Enclosure. Amber Vacuum
Status Beacon harness is marked with an orange zip tie.
Open Electric Enclosure and verify the 3 AMP wire-harness fuse #33 (on wire #33)
is not blown. If blown, replace with spare fuse of the same rating. Spare fuses are
located on the bottom of electric enclosure behind the engine.
Verify if amber diode on relay R2 is ON. If diode is OFF there may be a problem
with relay R2.
To test function, relay R2 may be temporarily bypassed by connecting external
jumper wire between terminals #11 and #14 on relay R2. Remove jumper wire after
completion of the test.
In electrical enclosure, check:
x continuity between terminals #36 and #33,
x continuity of wire #33 between terminals #33 and #11 in relay R2,
x continuity of wire #31 between terminal A2- in relay R2 and terminal #31,
x continuity between terminals #31 and #2,
x continuity of wire #38 between terminals #14 in relay R2 and terminal #38.
Disconnect 2-pin harness on cable going to Audible Alarm and check:
x continuity between terminal #38 and #17 in electric enclosure.
x continuity of wire #17 connected to terminal #17 and terminal #1 in
harness,
x continuity of wire #16 connected to terminal #16 and terminal #2 in
harness,
x continuity between terminal #16 and #2 in electric enclosure,
x continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure.
Disconnect 2-pin harness on cable going to Amber Vacuum Status Beacon and
check:
x continuity between terminal #38 and #24 in electric enclosure.
x continuity of wire #24 connected to terminal #24 and terminal #1 in
harness,
x continuity of wire #23 connected to terminal #23 and terminal #2 in
harness,
x continuity between terminal #23 and #2 in electric enclosure,
x continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure.
See Vacuum Switch Circuit Faults section below.
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Green Vacuum Status Beacon Circuit Faults
Green Vacuum Status Beacon should always flash when both the Audible Alarm and Amber Vacuum Status Beacon are off.
Make sure Vacuum Switch is set up properly, see Vacuum Switch Faults section and make sure vacuum level is above set up
value, there should be preferably maximum obtainable vacuum in tank, but at least -18 inHg (-61 kPa) to make sure that
alarm should actually work.
1

Possible Cause
Harness not connected.

2

Automotive style fuse blown.

3

Relay not working

4

Loose wires.

5

Loose wires.

6

Vacuum Switch
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Solution
Make sure 2-pin harness connecting Green Vacuum Status Beacon is connected to
harness going from Electric Enclosure. Green Vacuum Status Beacon harness is
marked with green zip tie.
Open Electric Enclosure and verify the 3 AMP wire-harness fuse #34 (on wire #34)
is not blown. If blown, replace with spare fuse of the same rating. Spare fuses are
located on the bottom of electric enclosure behind the engine.
Verify if amber diode on relay R1 is ON. If diode is OFF there may be a problem
with relay R1.
To test function, relay R1 may be temporarily bypassed by connecting external
jumper wire between terminals #11 and #14 on relay R1. Remove jumper wire after
completion of the test.
In electrical enclosure, check:
x continuity between terminals #36 and #34,
x continuity of wire #34 between terminals #34 and #11 in relay R1,
x continuity of wire #32 between terminal A2- in relay R1 and terminal #32,
x continuity between terminals #32 and #2,
x continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure.
Disconnect 2-pin harness on cable going to Green Vacuum Status Beacon and
check:
x continuity of wire #15 between terminal #14 on relay R1 and #1 in harness,
x continuity of wire #28 connected to terminal #28 and terminal #2 in
harness,
x continuity between terminal #28 and #2 in electric enclosure,
x continuity of wire #2 connected to Main Ground and to terminal #2 in
electric enclosure.
See Vacuum Switch Circuit Faults section below.
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Vacuum Switch Circuit Faults
There are two Vacuum Switch working alternately - when the first one is open, the second one is closed and vice versa.
Switches are operated by vacuum-level in the tank. Before checking the following steps, make sure Vacuum Switch is set up
properly, see Vacuum Switch Setup Guide in this section.
Also make sure the vacuum gauges are working properly, see Vacuum Gauges Faults section.

TERM. #1,
WIRE #11
RED

TERM. #2,
WIRE #13
BLACK

TERM. #3,
WIRE #12
WHITE

TERM. 4,
WIRE #14
GREEN
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Figure 44:Vacuum Switch Circuit Faults troubleshooting
1

Possible Cause
Automotive style fuse
blown.

2

Harness not connected.

3

Faulty switches.

4

Loose wires.
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Solution
Open Electric Enclosure and verify the 3 AMP wire-harness fuse #11 (on wire #11) and
the 3 AMP wire-harness fuse #12 (on wire #12) are not blown. If blown, replace with
spare fuse from of the same rating. Spare fuses are located on the bottom of electric
enclosure behind the engine.
Make sure ring terminals inside Vacuum Switch are connected properly. Open front
cover of Vacuum Switch by unscrewing four bolts on each corner and check if:
x red wire #11 is connected to terminal #1,
x black wire #13 is connected to terminal #2,
x white wire #12 is connected to terminal #3,
x green wire #14 is connected to terminal #4.
Verify continuity between switches. Note, that always one switch will be open and
another closed. Check switches with no vacuum in tank and with full vacuum to make
sure both are working. Check:
x continuity between terminals #1 and #2,
x continuity between terminals #3 and #4.
Check:
x continuity of wire #11 between terminal #11 in electric enclosure and terminal
#1 in vacuum switch,
x continuity of wire #12 between terminal #12 in electric enclosure and terminal
#3 in vacuum switch,
x continuity of wire #13 between terminal #2 in vacuum switch, and terminal
A1+ in relay R2,
x continuity of wire #14 between terminal #4 in vacuum switch, and terminal
A1+ in relay R1.
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Electrical Schematic

049-08OP-002B
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Appendices: Equipment Modules' Operation and Maintenance Manuals
A) Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Operation and Troubleshooting
B) Engine Manual and Troubleshooting
C) Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting
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Appendix A - Wireless Remote Transmitter/Receiver Operation and Troubleshooting
The following pages are taken from information published by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), and are subject
to change without notice.
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Appendix B - Engine Manual and Troubleshooting
The following pages are taken from information published by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), and are subject
to change without notice.
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Appendix C - Vacuum Pump Routine Maintenance and Troubleshooting
The following pages are taken from information published by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), and are subject
to change without notice.
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